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Varieties n-covered by curves of degree 5

Luc Pirio and Francesco Russo

Abstract. We continue the study, began by classical geometers and considered more recently in
[33] and [52], of complex projective varieties IcP such that through > 2 general points
of X there passes an irreducible curve of degree 5.
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Introduction

The theory of rationally connected varieties is quite recent and was formalized in
[10], [36] and [35], although these varieties were intensively studied from different
points of view by classical algebraic geometers, see for example [19], [59], [56], [6],
[5], [42],

An importantresult in this theory, see Theorem IV.3.9 in [35], asserts that through tz

general points of a smooth rationally connected complex variety X there passes an ir-
reducible rational curve, which can be taken also to be smooth as soon as dim(X) > 3.

From this one deduces that for dim(X) > 3 a fixed smooth curve of arbitrary genus
can be embedded into X in such a way that it passes through « arbitrary fixed general
points. When a (rationally connected) variety X is embedded in some projective space
P^ (or more generally when a polarization or an arbitrary Cartier divisor is fixed on

X), one can consider the property of being generically (rationally) connected by
(rational) curves of a fixed degree 5.

This stronger condition depends on the embedding, on the number « > 2, on the

degree <5 > 1 and natural constraints for the existence of such varieties immediately
appear.

In this paper we shall study complex irreducible projective varieties X X(r +
l,/©<5) C P^ of dimension dim(X) r + 1 such that through « > 2 general
points there passes an irreducible curve C of degree <5 > 1 or more generally pairs
(X, D) with Z) a Cartier divisor on a proper irreducible complex variety X which
is /i-covered by irreducible curves C such that (Z)-C) <5>/i — 1. It is well
known that a X(r + 1,2,1) C P^ is necessarily a P^+* linearly embedded in P^
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and that a non-degenerate X(r + l,/i,/i — 1) C is a variety of minimal
degree « — 1. The smooth X(r + 1,2,2)'s were recently classified in [33] (see also

[48] for a generalization to the polarized case). Without some reasonable restrictions
the Classification of varieties X(r + 1, <5) C becomes immediately extremely
difficult and out of reach, especially for singular varieties.

Recently (see [63], [51] and also [49]), it has been realized that the study of these

varieties is also closely related to an important question in web geometry, namely
the algebraization of webs of maximal rank. In order to solve this problem of web

geometry, it was proved in [52] that the dimension of the linear span of such varieties
satisfies the inequality

dim ((X(r + 1, tz, <$))) < tt (r,<5) — 1, (0.1)

seeSectionl. Herejf(r,«, 5) jr(r,«, <Z) withd <5 + r(/i —1)+2where7r(r, tz, <Z)

Stands for the Castelnuovo-Harris bound function for the geometric genus of non-
degenerate irreducible r-dimensional projective varieties 7 C of degree <Z,

see [30] and also Section 4.2 for some details and definitions. The bound (0.1) is

proved geometrically via the iteration of projections from general osculating spaces to

X(r +1,«, <5) determined by the irreducible curves of degree 5 which /i-cover the vari-

ety. This is a classical tool used also by del Pezzo, Enriques and Castelnuovo to bound
the dimension of linear Systems on surfaces, see [11], [12], [22], Section 7 in [16] and

[52]. The above bound also reveals a connection with Castelnuovo theory of linear
Systems on curves and with the so-called Castelnuovo varieties, see [30] and [14].
From this point of view, non-degenerate varieties X X(r + 1,«, <5) C
denoted from now on by X X (r + 1,«, 5), are the extremal ones and they are

subject to very strong restrictions - e.g. they are rational and through « general points
there passes a unique rational normal curve of degree 5, see [52] and Theorem 2.2 and

Theorem 2.4 below. Due to these numerous geometrical properties, it is possible in

many cases to obtain a complete Classification, see for example [52] or Theorem 2.2,
Theorem 5.7, Corollary 5.9 and Corollary 5.12 below in this paper.

Some basic results of [52] are generalized here in Theorem 2.4. One proves the
bound A® (0^ (D)) < t? (r,«, 5) for a Cartier divisor Z) on a proper irreducible variety
X of dimension r + l,/i-covered by irreducible curves C suchthat (7+C) <5 > « — 1.

We also show that equality holds if and only if 0|£>| maps X birationally onto a

Z(r + 1,//,(>). Furthermore, if //"(0x( ßj) jf(r, «,<$) then X is rational and

through h > 2 general points there passes a unique smooth rational curve C such that
(Z> -C) 5.

Another consequence of the previous bound is that under the same hypothesis we
have < <5*"+*/(« — 1)** if ^ is nef, see Theorem 3.1. This is a generalization of
a result usually attributed to Fano in the case « 2, see for example Proposition V.2.9
of [35],

The classical roots of this type of results go back to C. Segre, [59], who proved
that dim((X(2,2,2))) < 5 and that X(2, 2, 2) C is projectively equivalent to the
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Veronese surface. Bompiani generalized this result in [6] to dim((X(r + 1,2,5))) <
~~^ ^ithequality holdingif andonly ifX(r +1, 2,5) isprojectively equivalent

to the <5-Veronese embedding of P^+\ see Theorem 2.2 here and also [32] and [64].
A lot of examples of X (r +1,/z, 5) (for arbitrary /z > 2, r > 1 and <5 > /z — 1) have

been described in [52] via the theory of Castelnuovo varieties and their construction
will be briefly recalled in Section 4.2. The main result of [52] ensures that these

examples of CasteZ/zz/ovo are the only ones except possibly when /z > 2, r > 1

and 5 2/7 — 3.

Here we consider in detail the last open case, that is the Classification of varieties

X(r + 1, /i, 2/i — 3), especially for /z 3. We immediately point out that there

are examples of X (r + 1, /i, 2/i — 3) of dimension at least 3 that are not of Castel-

nuovo type. For /i 3 these varieties share very special structures being related to
the theory of cubic Jordan algebras, see Section 4.3. Indeed interesting examples of
X(r + 1, 3, 3) C P^+3 aretheso-called^AtedcwZ?zcsmwc6>rapZo;/6>/rto/aZg£Z?/m
o/ra/zZ; 3, see [46]. There is an infinite family of such varieties: the Segre embed-

dings P* x <2** C P^~^, where (X c P^+* is an irreducible hyperquadric, and also

four smooth exceptional examples associated to the four simple cubic Jordan alge-
bras (these four varieties are also known as Lagra/zgza/z Grassraa/z/zzVz/zs) and other

examples constructed by considering cubic Jordan algebras naturally arising from
associative algebras, see Section 4.3. For an arbitrary X(r + 1, 3, 3) C P^+3 ^
consider the birational projection onto P^+* from a general tangent space. By study-
ing the geometry of this birational map we are able to give an explicit parametrization
of these varieties and also to associate to them a gz/a<3ro-gz/a<3nc Cremona transfor-
mation from the projectivization of a general affine tangent space onto a hyperplane
in P^+i, see Theorem 5.2. From this unexpected connection we deduce the clas-
sification of arbitrary X(r + 1, 3, 3) for r < 3 (even if our method actually works
also for r 4 or for bigger values of r), see Corollary 5.9 and Corollary 5.12.
As a consequence we also prove that the base locus of a quadro-quadric Cremona
transformation and the base locus of its inverse are projectively equivalent so that

essentially these transformations are involutions, Corollary 5.3, a fact which seems

to have been overlooked as far as we know. Moreover in Theorem 5.7 we provide the
Classification of all smooth X (r + 1, 3, 3), showing that they are either smooth ratio-
nal normal scrolls (hence of Castelnuovo type) or the Segre embeddings of P* x
or one of the four Lagrangian Grassmannians. Our approach yields also a geomet-
rical direct proof of the Classification of all cubic Jordan algebras whose associated

variety is smooth, showing that they are either simple (Lagrangian Grassmannian) or
semi-simple (P^ x ^ with (X smooth).

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we introduce some definitions and

explain the notation. We also recall the main steps for the proof of the bound (0.1).
In Section 2, a modern version of Bompiani's theorem [6] is proved, Theorem 2.2.

Then, inductively via osculating projections and the study of the rational map 0|£>|
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we prove in Theorem 2.4 the bound on the dimension of linear Systems of Cartier
divisors described above and the consequences of the maximality of this dimension.
In Section 3 we deduce from the bound on the dimension of the linear span a general
bound for the degree of nef divisors on varieties n-covered by irreducible curves. In
Section 4, after describing the X (r + 1, n, <5) of Castelnuovo type in Section 4.2, we
construct new examples of X(r + l,n,<5) when r > 1, n > 2 and <3 2/7 — 3.

In particular we describe in detail examples of X(r + 1,3,3) of /orrfan /ype in
Section 4.3. In Section 4.5 we present some examples of X(3,n,2n — 3) which
are not of Castelnuovo type for « 4,5,6. Section 5 concerns the Classification of
several classes of X(r +1, 3, 3) under different assumptions either on r, Corollary 5.9
and Corollary 5.12, or on the smoothness of the variety, Theorem 5.7. We also discuss

some open problems pointing towards the equivalence of these apparently unrelated

objects: varieties X(r + 1, 3, 3), quadro-quadric Cremona transformations of P** and

complex Jordan algebras of rank three and of dimension r + 1.

Acknowledgements. Both authors are grateful to Ciro Ciliberto for some discussions
at different stages of the preparation of the paper and for a lot of suggestions leading to
an improvement of the exposition. The first author has considered the problem studied
here when developing a research on webs in common with Jean-Marie Trepreau. He
learned a lot from the numerous discussions with him on this subject during last years.
The second author expresses his gratitude to Paltin Ionescu for a direct or indirect but

undoubtedly rieh intellectual exchange of ideas and points of view on some Contents

of the paper, for his interest in the results and for a lot of remarks which improved
the presentation.

1. Preliminaries and notation

We shall consider irreducible varieties X which are projective, or proper, over the

complex field C.
We will use the following notation: r, « and 5 are positive integers such that

n — 1 < <5. Then one defines p £ <5 — p(n — 1) e {0,— 2}.
One also defines m 6 + 1 > 0 and m' n — 1— m > 0 so that m + m' « — 1.

Finally, for any integer &, one sets A7 max{0, &}.
For Classification results there is no restriction in supposing that an irreducible

variety I C is non-degenerate. Otherwise (X) C P^ will denote the Z/near

span o/X m P^, that is the smallest linear subspace of P^ containing X. For
computational reasons, when dealing with Classification results, we shall define r
such that dim(X) r + 1

Let x be a smooth point of X. For any £ e N, we denote by Osc^(x) c P^
the order ascnZa/fan space o/X x. If t/t : (£7+*, 0) -> (X, x), w i-^
is a regulär local parametrization of X at x, then Osc^(x) can be defined as the
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projective subspace " |ar e PF+\ |or| < C P^. This space can
also be defined more abstractly as the linear subspace spanned by the £-th order
infinitesimal neighborhood of I at x and also generalized to the case of arbitrary
Cartier divisors D on I. Indeed, for every integer £ e N, let <P|(D) denote the
£-th principal part bündle (or £-th jet bündle) of 0x(D). For every linear subspace
F c 77® (X, 0x(Z))) we have a natural homomorphism of sheaves

(1.1)

sending a section s G F to its £-th jet <^(s) evaluated at x G I, that is <^(s) is

represented in local coordinates by the Taylor expansion of s at x, truncated after the
order F Taking a smooth point x e X c P^ P(F) (Grothendieck's notation)
and öx(^) 0^(1), it is easily verified that Osc^(x) P(Im(<^)). If x G I
is a smooth point, the previous definitions yield dim(Osc^(x)) < rk(<Pj) — 1

C*"^+tO ~~ ^ ^ general it is expected that equality holds at general points of

I C as soon as TV > — F In this case, we shall say that the oscwZa/fon

o/orefer £ q/*X dtf x zs regwZar.

A curve C C P^ is a ra/fomzZ norraaZ cwrve 3 if it is rational, smooth,
of degree 3 and its linear span in P^ has dimension 3. In other terms: the restriction
of |0px (1)| to C is the complete linear system of degree 3 on C ~ P*.

Let us define the following Castelnuovo-Harris function which bounds the geo-
metric genus of irreducible projective varieties, see Theorem 4.2 below:

jr(r, /i, <7) ^ ^ ^
^ (77 — 1) — l)~*~. (1.2)

cr>0 V ^ /

We will also use the following function that is closely related to xr(r,«, J):

(1.3)

for 3 > /7 — 1 fixed with p J, m 3 — p (/? — 1) + 1 and m' « — 1 — m.
It is not difficult to prove that jf (r,3) xr(r,«, J), see [52] for details.

An irreducible projective variety X C P^ of dimension r + 1 that is w-covered by
a family of irreducible curves of degree 3 will be denoted by X(r + 1,«, 3) C P^. In
most of the cases we shall also assume that X(r + 1, zz, 3) C P^ is non-degenerate.

For reader's convenience we reproduce here some basic results of [52] on varieties

X X(r + 1, 3) C P^. For an irreducible curve C C P^ of degree 3, for non-
negative integers with /c > 0 fixed and such that (^i + 1) > 3 + 1

and for xi,..., Xk e C pairwise distinct smooth points, one has:

(C) (OSC^ (X;) | Z 1, /c) (1.4)
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(otherwise there would exist a hyperplane // c (C) containing (Osc^ (x;) | i
and 5 deg(C) deg(// HC) > + 1)» contrary to our

assumption).
Let X X(r +1, <5) C and let S be a fixed /i-covering family of irreducible

curves of degree ä onl. If xi,..., x„_i are distinct general points on X one can
consider the subfamily {C G S|ij G C for i 1,—1}.
Since I] is /i-covering, the family Covers X and we can also assume that
the general curve in this family is non-singular at xi,..., x„_i. Let {<2i,..., a^_i}
be a set of n — 1 non-negative integers such that + 1) > <5 + 1. By
(1.4) and since Osc^ (x;) C OscJ (x;) for every i 1,— 1, it comes that

(C) c (OscJ (x/) | i 1,— 1) for a general C g Since the
elements of cover X, one obtains

(X) (Ose(x,) | i (1.5)

Thereforeforthesevarieties wededucethatdim((X)) + l < Taking

öi • • • <2^ p and öm+i • • • <2^-1 P — 1 and recalling (1.3), we obtain
the following result for arbitrary X X(r + 1, <5), see [52]:

dim((X)) < tt(r, /i, <5) — 1. (1.6)

Recall that for tt (r, <5) defined in (1.3) we have tt (r, <5) jr(r, J), where
the Castelnuovo-Harris bound jr(r, d) is defined in (1.2) and where d is defined
as a funetion of <5 by d <5 + r(/i — 1) + 2. Since dim(Osc^(x)) < — 1 for
any point x G X and for any integer £ g N, we deduce an immediate consequence
of (1.5) that for a non-degenerate X X(r + 1, <5) C the following
hold:

(i) the osculation of order p of X at a general point x G X is regulär, that is

dim(Osc£(x)) ^ ~ 1; (1-7)

(ii) if xi,..., x„-i are general points of X, then

(m
x / ra' x

® Osc£(*/) © ® Oscf (jc„+y) (1.8)
/' 1 ' 7 1 '

From now on an irreducible non-degenerate projective variety X X(r +
1,M) C pS(r,»,*)-i will be denoted by V(r + l,/j,tf) c pSM,*)-i or simply
by X(r + l,/i,5). In the next sections we shall describe the notable geometric
properties of these varieties and of their covering families.
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2. Rationality of X (r +1, w, 5) and of the general curve of the zi-covering family

The following simple remark, which is surely well known to the experts, will play
a central role several times in our analysis, see also Lemma 2.2 in [32] and [52] for
related Statements. Since we were unable to find a precise reference for the generality
needed, we also include a proof.

Lemma 2.1. Lef 0: X —> X' Z?£ a dozzzzzzazz^ ra/fozzaZ map Zzeftiwzz proper vone/fes
o/Y/ze sorae dzzzzezzszYzzz, Zef I] Z?e azz ZrrezZwc/ZzZe zz-cmwzzzg/azzzzZy o/ZrrezZwcZZ?Ze cz/rves
ozz X azz<i Zef X/ Z?e ^Zze ZnzZwcezZ zz-cmwzzzg/azzzzZy ozz X'. Zjf" X' zY pro/ecrive, z/TZze

res/rzYtzozz o/0 to a gezzeraZ czzrve C G X ZzzzZzzce^ o zzzozpZzzYzzz Zzzra/fozzaZ ozzto zY?

zzzzoge ozze? z/^ZzrozzgZz zz-gezzeraZ pozzz^ tf/X' ^Zzere po^e^ o zzzzz^zze czzrve C' G X',
^Zzezz ^Zze sozzze zY /^rzze/or X ozz X ozze? zzzoreover 0 zY o Zzzra^zozzoZ zzzop.

Proo/ There exists a desingularization a: X -> X withX projectiveandamorphism
0: X -> X' solving the indeterminacies of 0. Thus without loss of generality we
can assume X smooth and projective, that 0 is a morphism and that 0 restricted
to a general C g £ is a morphism birational onto its image. The morphism 0
is generically etale by generic smoothness, i.e. there exists an open set C/' c X'
such that letting Z7 ([/'), then 0|c/: Z7 —> is an etale morphism. Let

deg(0) deg(0|£/) > 1. We shall prove that J 1.

Fix xi,..., G Z7 general points. There exists an open subset Z7i c [/ such

that for every x G Li, there passes exactly s > 1 curves in I] through xi,..., x„_i
and x. Since 0 is a proper morphism we can also take Z7i </>"* (Z7{) with c [/'
open. Let x' G C/{ be a (general) point and let 0~*(x') {xi,...,x^}. Let

x^ 0(x/), Z 1,..., zz — 1, and let C/^,..., be the curves of I] passing

through xi,..., x„_i, x;. Then for every y 1,..., s, the curves </>(C;j) belong
to X/ and they pass through x^,..., x^_^, x' so that they coincide with the unique
curve C' G X' having this property. Since 0 is a local isomorphism near x;, we
deduce s 1. In particular through zz general points of X there passes a unique
curve belonging to X.

Then x; G Q, xi G Q and 0(Q) C" for every z 1,..., <i. Since 0 is also

a local isomorphism at xi since xi G Z7, we see that Ci • • • Cj C. Since
C G X is general, by hypothesis </>|c : C C'is a morphism birational onto its

image, yielding J 1 because x; G C, </>(x;) x' for every z 1,..., J, and by
the generality of x' we can also suppose that </>"* (x') consists only of a point.

We begin to study general properties of X(r + 1, zz, 5)'s starting from the case
zz 2. This case was classically considered by Bompiani in [6], where the proof
was essentially provided for surfaces. Under the assumption that the general 2-

covering curve is smooth and rational, this result was also obtained by Ionescu in
[32], Theorem 2.8. A similar but stronger result holding in the analytic category
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and not only for complex algebraic varieties has been proved recently by Trepreau
in [64]'.

— örTlT$\ -<

Theorem2.2. An ZrredwcZWepro/ecft've X X(r + 1,2,<5) C P^ >*+i 1 Zs

pro/ecrfveZy egwZvßZen/" to ^ raam/oZd v# (P **+*). 7npar/fcwZar every cwrve
Zn £Zi£ 2-cövenng/<zmZZy Zs a razto>n<:/Z norm^Z cwrve 5 Zn z7n? gZven em&eddZng

and öftere exZsTs a wragwe sncZz cnrve passing dirongZz Ava dZs/mctpoZnfa o/X.

Proo/ By definition p <5 so that by (1.7), for x G I general we have

dim(Osc^~*(x)) ^ ^ ^ — 1 and Osc^(x) p( ^+i"

Now let x g X be a fixed general point and let F Osc^T*(x) pC-+i)~*.

Let p^ : X —> [p7r(r—1,2,5)—l ^^ restriction to X of the projection from F. The
rational map p^ is given by the linear System | Z)* | cut on X by hyperplanes containing
F so that the corresponding hyperplane sections have a point of multiplicity 5 at

x G X. A general irreducible curve of degree 5 passing through x is thus contracted

by pr. LetXr pr(X). Wehave (Xr) pS(r-i.2.«)-i (X) pS(r,2,«)-i_

We claim that X^ is projectively equivalent to v^(P^) C p^(^-F2,5)-i indeed,
let TT : Bl* (X) -> X be the blow-up of X at x, let £ P** be the exceptional divisor
and let p^ o tt : Bl^(X) —> X^ be the induced rational map. The restriction

of p^ to £ is a rational dominant map from P*" to X^ C [p^(' 1,2,5)—l ^
sublinear System of 10 pr (5) | of dimension j? (r + 1,2,5) — 1 so that it is given by the

complete linear System |0pr (5) | (since Osc^ (x) p^(^2,5)-i
^ ^ restriction of the

strict transform of the linear System of hyperplane sections containing Osc^T* (x) to
£ is not zero). Thus the restriction of p^ to £ induces an isomorphism between £
and X^ given by 10pr (5) |, proving the claim. Moreover since a general curve C G £
is not contracted by p^, we have that pr(C) is a curve on X^ of degree 5' < 5. Thus

Pr(C) is a smooth rational curve of degree <5, F n C 0, the rational map p^ is

defined along C and it gives an isomorphism between C and pr(C)-
By solving the indeterminacies of p^, we can suppose that there exists a smooth

variety X, a birational morphism 0: X -> X and a morphism p^: X -> X^ ~
v^(P^) such that p^ o0 pp. Let0*(|Z)*|) F* + |Z)*| with |Z)*| base point free
and let |Z)*| pj(|0pr (1)|). Then Z)* — <5D* and dim(|Z)*|) > r. Moreover for
the strict transform of a general curve C* in I] passing through x we have (D* • C*)
0 and (Fx • C*) 5 while for the strict transform of a general curve C G Swe have

(i)x • C) «. Thus (Äc • Cx) o and (flx • C) 1.

'Trepreau's version of Bompiani's theorem is the following: te? (X, x) C [P^ <2 .swwr/i g<?rw <9/<2

(r + l)-<iimewsiowa/ <2«<2/;ytte vartefy wte/i regwtezr 5-t/i <9röter <9scw/<2te<9/9 (<2t x). A55M/we t/i<2t X te l-c<9wr£<i
/?>' (gt7777.S <9/) rate<9/9<2/ C2/rVÖ.S <9/ötegr££ 5 /?<2.S.S777g t/ir<9Wg/l X t/l<2t <2/T (g£Wrte<2//y) 5W<9<9t/l <2t t/te.s pru'/it. 77l^/2

IC»j(P'+').
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Letting T' Osc^, * (V) with x' G X general and performing the same analysis

we can also suppose that on X the rational map /?7v o 0 /Jjv is defined and that
there exists a linear System |ZV| such that dim(|ZV|) > r, (ZV • C*') 0 for
general C*' G X*' and (ZV • C) 1 for general C g X. Since a general CV in
5V does not pass through x we have |Z)*| 7^ |ZV|- On the other hand for x G I
general, the linear Systems | Z)* | vary in the same linear System | Z) | onl since X is

rationally connected.
Thus dim(|Z) |) > r + 1, (Z) • C) 1 for the strict transform of a general curve

C in I] and C does not intersect the base locus of |Z) | by the previous analysis. Let
5 + 1 dim(|Z)|) and let ^ V|z>| • ^ t>e the associated rational

map. Since is a line passing through two general points of X', we deduce

X' P+* and r Moreover by Lemma 2.1 the rational map t/t is birational.
Hence there exists a birational map </9 [P^+i —> X sending a general
line in [P^+i onto a general curve of degree 5 in X. Composing </9 with the inclusion
X £ pjr(r,2,5)-i ^ ^ birational map from [P^ given by a sublinear System of
|0pr+i (5) | of dimension — 1, that is </9 is given by the complete linear System

|0pr+i (<5)|. Inconclusion X C (P^'^'^~* is projectively equivalenttotheVeronese
manifold ^((P^*).

The rationality and the smoothness of the general member XI of the 2-covering
family of a X(r +1, 2, <5) can also be deduced differently. Indeed in the previous proof
we saw that the linear System of hyperplane sections having a point of multiplicity
greater than or equal to 5 at a general x g X cuts a general C G in the Cartier
divisor <5x. By varying x on C we see that this property holds for the general point of
C. Thus the smoothness and rationality of a general element of X are consequences
of the following classical and surely well-known result, which seems to go back to
Veronese, [65], at least in the projective version. The proof is well known and left to
the reader.

Lemma 2.3. C Z?£ an z'rredz/czZzZe prq/ecrfve cz/rvc T/zezz:

(1) z/C C zzazz-<i£g£zz£rate and <9/degree dzezz X < <5 and dze/oZZenvzVzg

cozzdzYzozzs are egzzzvaZezz/v

(a) X 5 azzd C C IP^ zs a radazzaZ zzarraaZ cz/rve <9/degree

(b) /or a gezzeraZ x G C dzere exzsfa a ZzypezpZazze ZZ* C P^ sz/cZzdza^ ZZ* DX
ä-x^ scZzezzzes.

(2) T/ze/oZZenvzzzg cozzdzYzozzs are egzzzvaZezz/v

(a') C a szzzoodz radozzaZ cz/zve;

(b') dzere exzsfa a Caztzerdzvzsor Z) a/degree <5 > 1 ozz C sz/cZz dza£ dim(| Z) |) 5.

(c') 0c * *1) — ($ * ^2)/^ <5 > 1 azzJ/ar Xi, X2 G C gezzeraZpozzzfa.
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Via Lemma 2.3 one could also prove differently Theorem 2.2 above following
the steps of Mori's characterization of projective Spaces given in [45] because in this
case the family of smooth rational curves X!* is easily seen to be proper.

We now investigate the higher dimensional versions of Lemma 2.3 from the point
of view of proper varieties /z-covered by irreducible curves of degree 5 with respect
to some fixed divisor Z), providing generalizations of Theorem 2.8 in [32] and of
Theorem 4.4 in [1]. Part (1) below has been obtained in [52] while (i) is an abstract
version of (0.1).

Theorem 2.4. LeZ V Z?e an ZrredwcZZ?Ze proper varZe/y tf/dZmensic>n r + 1 and ZeZ Z)

Z?e a Car/zer JZvZror on V. Swppose zZzaZ zZzrowgZz /z > 2 generaZ poZnfa o/ V zZzere

pavses an ZrredwcZZ?Ze cwrve C swcZz zZzaZ (Z)-C) <5>/z — 1. Z/zen:

(i) /jO(X,0A-(ö)) 5 w(r,«,«);

(ii) EgwaZZ/y ZzoZ<Zs Zn (i) z/arnZ onZy z/0|z>| raaps V feZra/zonaZZy onto <2 V(r +
l,ft,<5) ^ p7r(r,«,5)-i generaZ de/orraa/ron o/ C Joes netf

ZzPersecZ Z/ze ZmZeterraZnacy Zoezrs o/</)|£)|.

(iii) //"egzzoZZ/y ZzoZefa Zn (i), zZzen

(a) Z/ze v<2rZe/y V z'.s razfonoZ;

(b) zZze generaZ <ie/orra<2/zon C o/C Zs <2 sraooZZz ra/zonoZ cwrve one? zZzroz/gZz /z

generaZ poZnfa o/V zZzere p<2vses <2 wmgz/e sraooZZz ra/romzZ cwrve C sz/cZz zZzoZ

(D • C) 5.

Zn p<2rZZcwZ<2r:

(1) fll(r + l,n,ä) C pjr(r,w,5)-i ^ ra/zorazZ, generaZ cwrve o/TZze zz-coverzVzg

/oraZZy Zs a ra/zozzoZ zzorraoZ cz/rve o/ziegree 5 <2zz<i zZzroz/gZz zz gezzeraZ poZzzfa o/V
^Zzere p<2vses <2 z/zzZpz/e ra/zozzoZ zzorzzzoZ cz/rve o/ziegree

(2) al(r+ l,/i,ä) C pjr(r,w,5)-i ^ ^ ZZzzeor ZzZra/zozzoZ pro/ectZozz o/v^P^+i) (or
epz/ZvoZezz^Zy, <2 V(r + 1, zz, <5) Zs ^Zze ZzZra/zozzoZ Zzzzoge o/ [P^+i gZvezz Zzy <2 ZZzzeor

yystezzz o/Zzyperszzz/ßces o/ziegree 5 <2zzd JZzzzezzsZozz tt(r, zz, <5) — 1).

Proo/ Suppose /z^(0x(Z))) > jf (r,zz, 5) > 2 and let

0|d| : X -> X' c P(7/"(0x(D)) P*.

The variety V c [P^ is irreducible, non-degenerate, of dimension dim(V)
s + 1 < r + 1 and is zz-covered by irreducible curves of degree V < 5. Therefore by
(1.6) one gets

Ä^(0^(Z))) < TT(^,rz,<5^) < jf(r, zz,<5),

yielding /z^(0x(Z))) jf(r, zz,<5) and V V(r + 1, w, 5). We have thus proved
the bound (i) and also that if equality holds then V V(r + 1, zz, <5).
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One implication of the first part of (ii) is trivial and we shall prove only the non-
trivial implication and the second part of (ii). If A® (0x (Z))) j? (r, tz 5), then by the

previous analysis dim(X') r + 1 and deg(0(C)) 5 for a general deformation
C of C.

Now we shall prove the birationality of 0 and part (iii) for tz 2. Later we
shall treat the general case « > 2. If /t 2, it follows from Theorem 2.2 that
X' X(r + 1,2,5) is projectively isomorphic to so that 0(C) is the

unique rational normal curve of degree 5 passing through two general points of X'.
Let | Z) | be the linear System on C obtained by restricting | Z) | to C. Then deg(Z)) 5

and dim(|Z)|) 5 since 0(C) is a rational normal curve of degree 5. Part (2) of
Lemma 2.3 implies that C is a smooth rational curve, that 0 is defined along C and

that the restriction of 0 to C is an isomorphism onto its image. Thus from Lemma 2.1

we deduce that 0 is birational and that through 2 general points of X there passes a

unique smooth rational curve C such that (Z) • C) 5.

Suppose/i > 2 and recall the following notation, seeSection 1: p |_5/(ft — 1)_|,

m 5 — p(/z —1) + 1 andm' h — 1— m. Letxi,... ben —1 general points on
X' X(r + l,ft,<5) C By (1.7) and (1.8), we know that the osculating
spaces Osc^,(x;) and Osc^Cx^+y) (for i 1,..., m and y 1,..., m') have
the maximal possible dimension and are in direct sum in the ambient space, yielding
a decomposition

pär(r,»»,*)-l 0SC^,(JC1) © 5,

where
m ra'

^ — ® 0SC^,(X/)) 0 0 OSC^/ (x^+y)).
i=2 y=l

Let

ps: X' —> L Osc^,(xi) [p^fo2,p)-i

be the restriction to X' of the linear projection from S onto L and let X^ p^ (X').
Let Sjc2,...,jc„_i be the family consisting of curves in the covering family XI passing
through The family is 2-covering and a general C e

has contact of order at least (m — l)(p + 1) + m'p with S and is not
contracted by p^. Thus the irreducible curve p^(C) has degree p' < 5 —

(m — l)(p + 1) — m'p p. The projections of the curves in produce a

2-covering family of irreducible curves of degree p' on the non-degenerate irreducible

varietyX^ C [p^fo2,p)-i Then (1.6) implies that X^ X(r + 1,2, p) is projectively
equivalent to ^((P^) so that C X^ is a rational normal curve of degree p by
Theorem 2.2. Moreover, C is a rational normal curve of degree 5 by part (2) of
Lemma 2.3 since the restriction of ps to C is given by a linear System of degree p
and ps(C) is a rational normal curve of degree p.

The dominant rational map ps is birational and through tz > 2 points of X' there

passes a unique rational normal curve of degree 5 by Lemma 2.1. Thus (1) is proved
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for every ft > 2. Applying once again Lemma 2.1 to 0: X —> X' we immediately
deduce also for ft > 2 that the map 0 is birational and that through ft > 2 points of
X there passes a unique smooth rational curve C such that (Z) • C) proving (a)
and (b) of (iii).

To prove (2), let </9 p^* : P^+* —> X' X(r + l,ft,<5). The birational

map (/9 sends a general line / c P^* onto a general element C e E^,..• The

composition of </9 with the natural inclusion X' X(r + l,ft,<5) C is

given by a sublinear System of |0pr+i (<5)| of dimension tt (r, ft, <5) — 1, showing that
X' X(r + 1, ft, <5) is a birational linear projection of v# (P^+*) from a linear space
of dimension tt(r, 2, <5) — tt(r, ft, <5) — 1.

The preceding Statement concerns varieties X that are ft-covered by irreducible
curves of degree 5 with respect to an arbitrary given Cartier divisor, hence it is more
general than the corresponding result in [52] considering embedded X X (r +
1, ft, <5) C Note however that the main tool used to prove Theorem 2.4,

namely the reduction to the well understood case ft 2 via an osculating projection,
is the same as in [52].

3. Bound for the top seif intersection of a nef divisor

In this section, as a consequence of part (i) of Theorem 2.4, we prove a bound for
the top seif intersection of a nef divisor D ona proper variety X such that through
ft > 2 general points there passes an irreducible curve C with (Z)-C) <5>ft — 1.

In particular we obtain a bound for the degree of varieties X(r + 1, ft, <5) C P^. The
bound (3.1) below generalizes a result usually attributed to Fano, who proved it for
ft 2. The reader can consult the modern reference [35], Proposition V.2.9, for the

case ft 2 of Fano's result and also the several applications given in Zoe. czY., e.g. to
the boundedness of the number of components of families of smooth Fano varieties
of a fixed dimension, see [35], ChapterV.

Theorem 3.1. Xfca proper zYredz/czfeZe vorze/y o/d/ftzezmoft r + 1, Ze£ Z) Z?e o
zze/ Cor/fer dzvzYor oft X ozzd sz/ppose ^Zzetf ^Zzroz/gZz ft > 2 gezzeroZ pozYzfa ^Zzere povses
oft Zrree?ftcZZ?Ze cz/rve C sz/cZz ^Zzo£ (Z) • C) 5 > ft — 1. TTzezz

sr + l
£ 7 777 - (3.1)

(« -1)'
Zftpor/zcz/Zor, z/X X(r + l,ft,<5) C P^, ^Zzezz

ßr + l
deg(X) < — (3.2)

(« - 1)'
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Proo/ By the Asymptotic Riemann-Roch Theorem, see for example [35], Theo-

rem VI.2.15, we know that

Ä°(0X(Z>)) + 0(O
(r + 1)!

so that

»r+i (r + l)!A»(0x(^))ö lim ^
„+1 • (3-3)

<^+oo '+ *

Since X is w-covered by a family of irreducible curves having intersection with Z)

equal to 5, X is also /i-covered by a family of irreducible curves having intersection
<5Z with ZZ) for any Z > 0. Theorem 2.4 yields

A®(0*(^)) < 5r(r,«,M)

for every positive integer Z. From (3.3) we deduce

„r+ l^r - ^
C'* + 1)! 7T(r, W,S)

Z) ^ < liminf —— (3.4)- <_>+«, ^+ 1

Let L^zyJ for Z > 0. The definition of tt (r,«, <5Z) in (1.3) implies that

Z>"» < liminf
£^+oo '+Vf!

Using Stirling's formula, for Z -> +oo, we have

(w-l)(r + l + ft)! (w-l)Vr + l+p<(^±^y^

(« - 1) (r + 1 + p^)'"*"* / r + 1 \ P
^r+lgr+l V /

Since py -> +oo if Z —> +oo and recalling that lhn^+oo (l + e'""'"', we
obtain

(» - 1) (r + 1 + pi)! (w - 1) r + 1

But p^ — if Z -> +oo hence we finally get

_ 1) (JLLy+ l xr+l
Z)^ < liminf —

+oo ^+1 _ ly
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Remark3.2. Thebound(3.2)issharpfor/i 2 since <?T+Ms the degree of^(P^+i).
More generally, it is sharp for every « > 2 as soon as 5 p(w — 1) for some integer
p since in this case <5 *"+*/(/* — 1)** p^U^ ~~ 1) is the degree of i>p(X) for any
non-degenerate variety y+* c of minimal degree « — 1.

We apply the previous bound on the degree to classify the X (r + 1, tz tz — 1+ £) 's

for h sufficiently large, when r and ä; are fixed.

Suppose/: 0. Since jf(r,— 1) «+r,X X(r + l,/7,/i —1) C
is a variety of minimal degree equal to codim(X) + 1 « — 1 by (3.2), as it is

well known. These varieties were classified in ancient times by classical algebraic
geometers, see [21] and also Section 4.

Now weconsider the case/: > 0. When «is sufficiently large, we have m £ + 1,

m' — /: — 2 and p 1, yielding j?(r,«,« — 1 + £) (£ + l)(r + 2) + tz — ä; — 2.

So (3.2) implies that X X(r + l,— l+£)isa variety of minimal degree as

soon as the quantity

0 (/? — 1 + £)^* — (/7 — 1)^(« + £(r + 1) — 2) (3.5)

is strictly positive. But 0 ^ + 0(//~*) as a simple and direct expansion shows.

Therefore for « sufficiently large 0 > 0 and X X(r + l,/i,/i — l+£)isa variety
of minimal degree. Assuming moreover that « > 5, as we shall do from now on,
one deduces that X is a rational normal scroll *Sßo,.. with 0 < ao 5 * * * 5 and

X!/=o ^ + £(/* + 1) — 1. We want to prove that X is projectively equivalent
to ^ith £*o, •••,«»• verifying 0 < ao < • • • < «r and

n — 1. With the terminology introduced in Section 4 this will mean exactly that
X X (r + 1, — 1 + /:) is of CasteZnwovo /yp<? for « sufficiently large.

Assume that vi,..., and yi,..., y„_£-2 are general points of X and let
TT jf (r, — 1 + £). According to (1.6),

/r+1
IP*-1 (Z) 0 Osc^(x,)) © (yi,..., y„-£-2).

/ 1

Let us introduce some notation. Let 0 < öo 5 5 * * * 5 with öy >
0 be integers and set [P(ao,... ,«r) •= P(®/=o M/))- Let // be a divi-
sor in |ö[p(ao,...,ar)(l)l ^nd consider the morphism 0 </>|#|: IP(ai,... ,a^) ->
[pao+-+«r+r wtiose image is denoted and called a ra/fonaZ norraaZ scroZZ <?/

/ype (öo, • • •»^r)- The morphism 0 is birational onto its image so that .,ör ^S
dimension r + 1 and its degree is öq H 1" • The scroll ^0,. is smooth if and

only if öo > 0 and 0 is an embedding in this case. If 0 a/ < a/ + i, then
is a cone over with vertex a (P*.

Lemma 3.3 ([16], p. 13). &o,...,Zv Z?£ na/r/raZ zntegers swcZz 0

• • • Z?/ < ij+i < Z>/ -|-2 ^ * * * ^ Zv, Z^ j,..., } {Z?/+i 1,...,Zv 2}
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and Z^ {ö?i,..., /} Ae a 0/ •} swcA ^Aotf 0 < ö?i <
^2 < • • • < d,.-/. TAen ^ generaZ tongenAßZprq/ec/ton q/X^ovA ZS £</I,

Thus if ao < A;, there would exist £ < A + 1 such that the image X' of X via
the linear projection /?s from S Osc^(xi) 0 • • • 0Osc^(xr) would be a rational
normal scrollof dimension 7 < r. This wouldimply dim((X(r +1, tz tz — 1 +A))) <
jf (r, /z, /z — 1 +A) — 1, leading to a contradiction. In conclusion we proved the following
consequence of (3.2).

Corollary 3.4. 7/* /z Zs sz/jf/ZcZ^zz/iy Zßrge, <2 v^rZ^/y X (r + 1, tz tz — 1 + A) z's prq/eo
Av^Zy egwZvtfZeft/" to <2 ratZon<zZ zzorraßZ scroZZ £«0«r+A; wzYA cq>,..., UV swcA fAdtf

£i=o«i « - 1-

Remark 3.5. The value of /z in the previous result can be made effective: X (r +
1, /z, /z — 1 + A) is a scroll as in the previous corollary as soon as /z > max(6, A — 2)
and 0 > 0, where 0 is the quantity defined in (3.5).

4. Some examples of varieties X(r + 1, w, 5)

In this section we describe in detail three classes of X(r + 1, zz, <5). The simplest ones

are the so-called varieties of minimal degree. Next, using the theory of Castelnuovo
varieties, we will construct examples of X (r +1, zz, <5) for arbitrary zz r and <5 > zz — 1.

These latter examples have already been presented in [52]. Finally, we will show
that twisted cubic curves associated to Jordan algebras of rank 3 are examples of
V(r + 1,3,3).

4.1. Varieties ofminimal degree and their associated models [21], [30]. It is well-
known (see [28], p. 173) that the degree of an irreducible non-degenerate projective
variety 7 C of dimension r + 1 satisfies deg(7) > codim(T) + 1 zz — 1.

By definition, 7 C is a v<zrZe/y q/* zzzZzzZzzzßZ <i£gr££ if its degree is w — 1.

Such varieties exist and are well known. Their Classification goes back to Bertini and

Enriques and can be summarized as follows (the notation being as in [30]):

Theorem 4.1. TAe /öZZowZzzg Zs an evAßz/sZZve zzözz redz/zzdßzzZ ZZsZ q/zAe (r + 1)-
dZzzzezzsZozzßZ v<2Z7£ZZ£s 7 C q/zzzZzzZzzzßZ dqgree zz — 1:

(1) zAe raZZozz^Z zzöztzzöZ scro/Zs /or some ZzzZqgers ao,..., ßr ven/yz'zzg 0 <
öo < ßi 5 * * * 5 < zz — 1 and öo + * * * + zz — 1;

(2) zAe ßzzzAZezzZ [P^+i z'ZseZf (zz 2);

(3) zAe qwßJrZc Ayperszzz/ßc^ q/razzA q > 5 (zz 3);

(4) zAe cozzes <2 V^rozzese szzz/<2C£ zzz (P^ (zz 5).
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Recall that a scroll is Singular if and only if öq 0- In this case, it is a

cone over the scroll where 7 Stands for the smallest integer such that 07 7^ 0.

Let 7 C be a variety of minimal degree. The space spanned by « generic
distinct points yi,..., y„ on 7 is an (tz — l)-dimensional subspace in The
latter being generic, it intersects 7 along an irreducible non-degenerate curve of
degree « — 1, which by Lemma 2.3 is a rational normal curve in (yi,..., y„) passing
through y; for any Z 1,...,This shows that 7 C is /7-covered by
rational normal curves of degree « — 1. Since tt (r,«,« — 1) /t + r, it follows that
varieties of minimal degree are examples of X(r + 1,«,« — 1), which will be called

o/mimmß/ d^gre*?. Note that also the converse is true because according to
Theorem 3.1, every X(r + 1,h,tz — 1) C is a variety of minimal degree
n — 1.

4.2. Castelnuovo's varieties and their associated models [30], [14], [52]. Let
7 C be an irreducible non-degenerate variety of dimension r and degree
d > 1. There is an explicit bound on the geometric genus g(7) of 7 in terms of an

explicit constant depending on « and r. The georae/Wc genws g(7) is defined as

the dimension /z^(Xp) for one (hence for all) resolution of the singularities 7 -> 7
off.

Theorem 4.2 (Castelnuovo-Harris bound [30]). rAe/öZZöwmg feowmZ

g(f) < 7r(r,«, J) (4.1)

ZzoZ^/or geometnc genws <9/7 C M par/fcwZar g(7) 0 //" J <
r(/i — 1) + 2.

An irreducible variety 7 C asabove and such that g(7) jr(r,J) > 0

is called a GxsteZnwovo vane/y. Note that in this case necessarily J > r(« — 1) + 2.

Remark 4.3. The bound (4.1) can be generalized to more general objects than pro-
jective varieties. Indeed, a basic result of web geometry says that the bound rk(17) <
jr(r, J) holds for the rank rk(17) of an r-codimensional J-web 17 17j(ft, r)
defined on a manifold of dimension «r. This result, due to Chern and Griffiths [13],
can be proved by quite elementary methods (see [51] and [49]). Combined with
Abel's addition theorem, this implies the inequality A®(7, &r) 5 7r(r,J) - here

&T denotes the sheaf of abelian differential r-forms on 7, see [37], [43], [3], [31] -
as soon as 7 is such that its generic 0-dimensional linear section is in general position
in its span, which is stronger than (4.1).

The Classification of projective curves of maximal genus has been obtained by
Castelnuovo in 1889. More recently, in [30], Harris proved the following result.
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Proposition 4.4. F C a CasteZ/zz/ovo v<zne/y 0/ d/mensicw r > 1

ßzzd cöd/raezzs/özz Z£<x?tf 2. TTze ZzVz^ßr yystera |iV(2) | cz/fa <2 v<zne/y ö/razVz/raßZ

7 C [P"+^~i ö/d/mensicw r + 1.

Thus a Castelnuovo variety F C [P"+^~i of dimension r is a divisor in the variety
of minimal degree 7 C [P"+'*~i cut out by | IV (2) |. This property was used by Harris
to describe Castelnuovo varieties (see also the refinements by Ciliberto in [14]): if
/?: 7 -> 7 denotes a desingularization (obtained for instance by blowing-up the

vertex of the cone 7 when it is Singular), Harris determines the class [F] of F (the
strict transform of F in 7 via /?) in the Picard group of 7. Assuming (to simplify)
that F is smooth, let Lj/ Xy + F. By adjunction theory, there is a short exact

sequence of sheaves

0 -» % -» (K) -* % -* 0.

Since A®(7, Xy) Zz* (7, Xy) 0 (because 7 is smooth and rational), the map

Lk) -* 7/°(K, Ä~) (4.2)

is an isomorphism. Thus it induces rational maps 0|^|andOy/
such that the following diagram of rational maps is commutative:

l7 -7- ^ p7r(r,«,d)-l

y — — — — ^ jp7r(r,w,</)—1

(4.3)

Let Xj/ be (the closure of) the image of Oj/. It is an irreducible non-degenerate
subvariety in p^F<M)-i and dim(Xj/) dim(7) r + 1. Moreover, one proves
that the image by Oj/ of a generic 1-dimensional linear section of 7, that is of a

rational normal curve of degree zz — 1 passing through zz general points of 7, is a

rational normal curve of degree 5 d — r(zz — 1)—2 contained in Xj/. Thus

Xj/ C p^F,M)-i is an example of X (r + l,zz,<5). These examples
will be called zzzö^feZs ßssoczVzted ^Zze QzsteZzzz/ovö v<zne/y F C and also
zzzö^feZs 0/ CßsteZzzz/ovö Zype. They are described in detail in [52] where the authors
also prove the following result.

Theorem 4.5. LeZX Gl(r + l,«,J). 7/*<5 ^ 2zz — 3 zZzezz X zs ö/GxsZ^Zzzzzövö Zype.

It follows that varieties X (r + 1, zz, <5) not of Castelnuovo type can exists only
for <5 2zz — 3. In the sequel, we shall focus on the case zz 3 and present some

examples of varieties X(r + 1,3,3) not of Castelnuovo constructed from Jordan

algebras.
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4.3. Models of Jordan type associated to cubic Jordan algebras. Recall that a

(complex) Jordan aZg<?Z?ra is a C-vector space JJ with a C-bilinear product JJ x JJ -> JJ

verifying
x^ (y x) (x^ y) x for all x, y E 1.

We will restrict here to the case of commutative Jordan algebras of finite dimension

admitting a unit, denoted by e. A classical result in this theory ensures that a Jordan

algebra is power-associative: for every x E JJ and any A; E N, the £th-power x^ of
x is well-defined. This allows us to dehne the ranA of JJ, denoted by rk(JJ): it is the
dimension (as a complex vector space) of the subalgebra C[x] Span^ (x^ | A E EN)

generated by a general element x e JJ. Let m rk(JJ) and let be the restriction
of the multiplication by x to C[x] and let be its associated minimal polynomial.
Then the relation M*Cfx)e 0 expands to

^-ai(x)x-' + - + (-lf(7„We 0, (4.4)

where x i-> 07 (x) is a homogeneous polynomial map of degree Z on JJ (for every
Z 1,..., m). By dehnition, (4.4) is the generZc mZramwm po/ynomZaZ of the Jordan

algebra JJ (c/ [24], Proposition II.2.1). Its generZc frace is the linear map T: x i->

T(x) cti(x) and the homogeneous polynomial map TV: x i-> ZV(x) o"m(x) of
degree m is its generZc norm. The latter is ranZ/rpZZca/fve in the following sense: for all

y E JJ, wehave ZV(xx') ZV(x) ZV(x') for every x, x' ^ C[y] (see Proposition II.2.2
Of [24]).

One dehnes the adjaZn/^ x^ of an element x E JJ by setting

m—1

x# £>(*)(-*)"•-*-'
/ =0

where <to 1. It follows from (4.4) that xx* x^x ZV(x) e so that ZV(x) 7^ 0

implies that x is invertible (for the Jordan product) with inverse x~* ZV(x)~*x^.

The map Z: x i-> x~* is a birational involution on JJ. Let Str(JJ) be the set of
g E GL(JJ) such that g o Z Z o Zz (as birational maps on JJ) for a certain Zz E GL(JJ).
When it exists, such a Zz is unique: by dehnition, it is the aJ/aZn^ of g and is denoted by
g^. One proves (see [61]) that Str(JJ) is a closed algebraic subgroup of GL(JJ), called
the stoz/ctoraZ groz//? of the Jordan algebra JJ. Moreover, g g^ is an automorphism
of Str(JJ) and there exists a character 77: Str(JJ) -> C* such that ZV(g(x)) 77g ZV(x)
for all x E JJ (c/ [61], Proposition 1.5).

The complex vector space Z2(JJ) of Zorn'5 is dehned by

Z2(J) {(J f) p,/eC. x.jgjJ.
Assuming from now on that JJ is of rank 3, one dehnes the ftvZsted cz/AZc assacZatod

to JJ (noted by Xj) as the (Zariski)-closure in [P Z2(JJ) of the image of the polynomial
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V3 : JJ

x

pzaw,
1 x

x# Af(x)

Then the Zariski-closure of V3(C e) in [P Z2OF) is a rational normal curve of degree
3 included in Xj that we denote by Cj:

Cj
1 Je

/^e ^ * e<C U

It contains the following three points:

OjF V3 (0)
1 0

0 0 ljr V3O?)
1 e

e 1

0 0

0 1

and ooj
0 0

0 1

Recall that / Stands for the inverse map x i-> x~*. From now on we shall suppose

g G Str(JJ). For a fixed G JJ, let : JJ -> JJ be the translation x^x + ö) and

denote by # the bilinear map associated to x^: one has x#y (x + — x^ —

for x, y G I.
For ö) g J and g G Str(JJ), one sets for every Af [ £ ] £ P Z2 (J):

and

/(M)

G*(M)

7^(M)

X A__

5 g(x)'
.»?*£* 00 »te*.

5 X + 5

y -|- &)$x -|- a Z -p 7(y &)) -|- 7 (x &)^) -|- a X(&))

These maps are projective automorphisms of P Z2(JJ).

The proof of the following lemma is straightforward and left to the reader.

Lemma 4.6. Fbr every w G 1 and/or every g G Str(JJ), we /zave

V3 o / o V3 V3 O g Gg O P3 flwd V3 0f^ 7^0V3. (4.5)

CewAegwenZ/y, zZze raa/?A /, G ane? 7^ areprojecZ/ve awforaörpZz/AraA o/TZze cwZ?/c Xj.

Let Conf (JJ) be the con/ormaZ growp of JJ, that is the subgroup of PGL(Z2(JJ))
generated by / and the maps Gg and 7^ for all G JJ and all g G Str(JJ). From
Lemma 4.6, it follows that Conf (JJ) is a subgroup of the group of projective automor-
phisms of Xj.
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Proposition 4.7. TAe growp ö/prq/ecft've awtoratfrpAZsras ö/Xj <zcfa zXvmsZAwZy on
3-wpZes o/generaZ poZnfa tf/Xj. /n/act, Z/* Vi, X2, X3 G JJ are sw$?cZenrfy gen-
eraZ, ^Aere emfa /x G Conf(JJ) sncA tAat /x(v3(xi)) Oj, /x(v3(x2)) lj and

OOJ.

Proa/ First let S Str(JJ) • e be the orbit in JJ of the unit e under the linear action
of the structural group. By Theorem 6.5 of [61], one knows that S is a Zariski-open
subset of JJ.

Assumethatx, y, z G JJ are such that (l)yi y—xandzi z —x are invertible;
(2) Z2 zfi — yj~* G S, Z.e Z2 g(e) for a certain g g Str(JJ). Then set

/x (G*)~* o 7L(j,j)-i o / O TL* Conf(JJ).

Weleavetothereaderto verify that/x(v3(x)) ooj, /x(v3(y)) Oj and/x(v3(z))

lj. Since V3(J) is dense in Xj, the conclusion follows.

Let xi, X2, X3 G JJ and let /x G Conf (JJ) be as in the Statement of Proposition 4.7.
Since /x G PGL(Z2(JJ)), the curve /x~*(Cj) is a rational normal curve of degree 3

passing through the points V3(x/) for Z 1, 2, 3. Since /x is a projective automor-

phism of Xj (by Lemma 4.6 above), this twisted cubic curve is also contained in Xj.
Thus we have proved the following result.

Corollary 4.8. TAe fwZsted cwAZc Xj assacZated fo a ranA 3 Tardan aZgeAra JJ Zs

3-cavered Ay ratZonaZ narraaZ cnrves a/degree 3.

Let A be the dimension of a rank 3 Jordan algebra JJ. Then Xj is a non-degenerate
algebraic subvariety of the projective space (PZ2(JJ), whose dimension is 2A + 1.

Since tt(A, 3, 3) 2A + 2, one obtains that Xj C (PZ2(JJ) [P^+i ^ ^n example
of X(A, 3, 3). Thus the cubics Xj associated to rank 3 Jordan algebras are exam-

ples of varieties of type X(A, 3, 3), which will be called raadeZs q/Vardan /ype. A
consequence of Theorem 5.2 is that a Xj is never of Castelnuovo type.

In fact, using Theorem 5.2, one can easily prove the following criterion which
characterizes the varieties X (r +1, n 2« — 3) of Castelnuovo type for arbitrary n > 3.

Proposition 4.9. A vane/y X X(r + 1, n 2« — 3) Zs a/CasYeZnw0V0 /ype /fand
anZy Zf/ar any n — 2 generaZ /?oZnt *2> • • • > *w-i G X, tAe Zntereecdan q/TAe space

0"~2 OscJ^(xj) wZtA X contaZns a Ayperenz/ace.

In fact, it can be verified that the X X (r + 1, n 2« — 3) of Castelnuovo type
are exactly the two scrolls S^_2,...,w-2,w and Sw-2,...,w-2,w-i,w-i in
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4.3.1. Examples. We shall describe some explicit examples of models of Jordan

type.

A Jordan algebra J is sZrapZ*? if it does not admit proper non-trivial ideals. It is

if it is a direct product of simple Jordan algebras (or equivalently, if the

bilinear Symmetrie form (x, y) i-^ T(xy) is non-degenerate, see Theorem 5, p. 240,
in [34]).

Exemple4.10. Let i? be a Symmetrie bilinear form on IT ThenJJ' C01T
with the product defined by

(A,y)o(A',/) (AA'-ß(y,/),A/ + A'y) (4.6)

is a Jordan algebra of rank 2. Moreover, x^ — 2A x + (A^ + !?()>, y)) e 0 for
any x (lj) G I' (where e (1,0)). The generic norm and the generic trace

are X(A, y) A^ + i?(y, y) and T(A, y) 2A, respectively, hence the adjoint is

given by x^ (A, —y). One verifies that C 0 IT is semi-simple if and only if i?

is non-degenerate and C 0 IT is simple if i? is non-degenerate and r > 2. When

r 2, JJ' C 0 IT with the product (4.6) is isomorphic to the direct product (of
Jordan algebras) x

One can dehne the comc assocZated a Jordan aZgefera JJ' of rank 2. By dehnition,
it is the (Zariski)-closure, denoted by Xj,, of the image of the affine map
[1 : x : ZV(x)] e (P(C 0 JJ' 0 C). Since X is homogeneous of degree 2, Xj, is a

non-degenerate quadric hypersurface in [P^+i (where r dimc JJ'). It is smooth if
and only if JJ' is simple. In any case, Xj, is an example of X(r, 3,2) (of minimal
type).

Lemma 4.11. TfJJ Cxf Zs dze dZrect prodnct o/C wZtA a Jordan aZgefera JJ' o/
ran£ 2 and dZraensZon r, dzen JJ Zs o/ran£ 3 and Xj ~ (P* x Xj, Segre eraZ^dded Zn

[p2r + 3

This result ensures the existence of examples of models of Jordan type of any
dimension. For J C x J' with JJ' of rank 2, note that Xj is smooth if and only if
JJ is semi-simple.

4.3.2. Examples of X(r + 1,3,3)'s associated to simple Jordan algebras of
rank 3. Let us now consider models of Jordan type associated to simple Jordan

algebras of rank 3, which can be completely classihed. We recall the well-known
Hurwitz Theorem that there are exactly four composition algebras over the held of
real numbers: [R itself, the held of complex numbers and the algebras H and

O of quaternions and octonions respectively (the reader can consult [2] for a nice
introduction to these objects).
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If A denotes one of these algebras, let A<c A (g) C be its complexification
(over R). Any such A<c is a comp/ex coraposzY/ön a/gefera: for x; a/ (8) r/ G A<c,

with ö/ G A and r; G C for Z 1,2, we dehne xi • X2 öiö2 (8) nr2, xl öl ® ri
and||xi|p xi-xi G C. Ofcourse, exceptfor ©c,there are classical isomorphisms
(of complex algebras)

D?c — C, Cc — C © C and D-Oc — M2OC).

Let Jfs(Ac) be the space of Hermitian matrices of order three with coefhcients
in Ac:

^a(Ac)

The multiplication

*I,*2>*3 e AC, ri,r2,r3 e C.

(M, ./V) 1—^ i (MW + VM) (4.7)

induces on IH^Ac) a structure of complex (unital commutative) Jordan algebra. For
A R, or H, it is a direct consequence of the fact that A and hence the rings of
3x3 matrices, M3 (A<c), are associative algebras. For M3 (©c) a particular argument
is needed and we refer to [24], Chapters V and VIII, for this case. One proves (see

again [24]) that any Jordan algebra ^(Ac) is simple and of rank 3.

We are now able to describe all simple Jordan algebras of rank three. Their
Classification is classical (c/ [34], p. 233, or [24] for instance) and is given in Table 1

below with a description of the corresponding cubic curves, see also [46], [39], [18].
The table also shows classical isomorphisms of IH^Ac) with some matrix algebras
having (4.7) as Jordan product (in the case A R, C or H).

Table 1. Simple (unital and finite-dimensional) Jordan algebras of rank 3 and their associated
cubic curves.

Jordan algebra J Twisted cubic curve Xj over J

(H^CRc) - SymjCC)
6-dimensional Lagrangian
grassmannian LG3(C^) C

^(Cc) ^ MaCC)
9-dimensional Grassmannian

manifold G3(C^) cIP^

(K3(Hc) ~ Alte(C)
15-dimensional orthogonal
Grassmannian OGe(^) C P"

^3(©c) 27-dimensional £V-variety in P^
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It follows from [39], [18] that the cubic curves Xj associated to one of the simple
Jordan algebras presented in Table 1 are homogeneous varieties, yielding non-singular
examples of X(X, 3, 3) of Jordan type, for 6, 9,15 and 27.

The four varieties of the last column in Table 1 have been studied by several

authors from many points of view. The interested reader can consult for example
[46], [38], [39], [41], [18].

4.3.3. A Jordan cubic curve associated to the sextonions. The algebra of (com-
plex) sextonions Sc is an alternative algebra over C such that Hc C Sc C De- It
is of (complex) dimension 6 and has been constructed in [40], [67].

The produet (4.7) realizes ^(Sc) as a 21-dimensional sub-Jordan algebra of
3^3 (<Dc). Then 5^3 (Sc) is of rank 3 but is not semi-simple (c/ [40], Section 8.2).
The cubic curve over IK3 (Sc) is denoted by (S^, S^) in [40] where it is explained
why it can be considered as a kind of Lagrangian Grassmannian. It is a X(21, 3, 3)

in (P^ that is quasi-homogeneous and Singular along a quadric of dimension 10

(c/ [40], Corollary 8.14).

4.4. Some cubic curves associated to associative algebras. Let A be an associative

algebra (of finite dimension) not necessarily commutative but with a unit e. Let A+
denote the algebra A endowed with the produet x * y ^(xy + yx). If A is

commutative, then A A+. It is immediate to see that in general A+ is a Jordan

algebra with e as unit. We will say that a Jordan algebra is if it is isomorphic
to a subalgebra of a Jordan algebra of the form A+ with A associative. For instance,
the simple Jordan algebras ^(Ac) in Table 1 are special except when A ©.

Being associative, A is also power-associative so that one can dehne its as

introduced at the beginning of Section 4.3. Of course, the rank of the associative

algebra A and the rank of the associated Jordan algebra A+ coincide.

Complex associative algebras have been classihed in low dimensions - e.g. in
dimension 3, 4 and 5 - in classical or more recent papers and looking at these lists

one immediately computes the rank of these algebras. Then, considering the A+'s
associated to rank three associative A's, one obtains examples of special cubic Jordan

algebras in dimension 3, 4 and 5. The computations needed to obtain the examples
appearing in the following subsections are elementary but tedious and quite long so

that they will not be reproduced here.

4.4.1. The X (3,3,3)'s associated to special Jordan algebras of dimension three.
The Classification of 3-dimensional complex associative algebras is classical, see [62],
[57]. We refer to [23], [26] for more recent references.

Theorem 4.12. A 3-JZm^n^ZonßZ corap/ex assöc/ß/zve (wmtoZ) a/gefora 3 zs

Zsoraorp/z/c to one ö/t/ze/öZ/öw/ng

,,=C*C*C. *=CxSS m
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The above algebras are commutative so that A; (for z 1,2,3) are

examples of special 3-dimensional cubic Jordan algebras. Let X^. be the cubic curve
associated to A+. Clearly, the cubic curve X^ is nothing but Segre's threefold P* x
[P^x^ c P^, which is a particular case of the general construction of Lemma 4.11.

Similarly, one verifies that X^ is isomorphic to the Segre embedding of P* x $02

in IP?.

On the other hand the cubic curve associated to A3 yields a new example. One
takes x 1, y X and z X^ as a C-basis of A3. Since this algebra is com-
mutative, the Jordan product coincides with the associative one of A3 and may be

expressed as follows:

(x, y, z) • (x', y', z') (xx', xy' + x'y, xz' + x'z + yy')

Then the generic norm and the adjoint of (x, y, z) e A3 are given by the following
formulae:

X(x, y, z) x^ and (x, y, z)^ (x^, —xy, y^ — xz).

So the cubic curve X^ is the closure of the image of the rational map

[x : y : z : Z] 1—> [z^ : xP : yZ^ : zP : x^Z : —xyZ : (y^ — xz)Z : x^]. (4.8)

The variety X^ C P^ can also be described as the image of P^ by the rational

map associated to the linear System of cubic surfaces passing through three infinitely
near double points (two of them generate the line x £ 0 contained in the base

locus scheme of the linear System) so that it has degree 6.

4.4.2. Some X(4,3,3) associated to Jordan algebras of dimension four. The
Classification of 4-dimensional complex associative algebras is also classical, see

[62], [58], and was also reconsidered more recently in [26], see also the references
in these papers. As explained above, we are essentially interested in those of rank
3, whose Classification is contained in the next result where we use the labels and

notation of [26], p. 151-152.

Proposition4.13. L^Z4-<izVzz£zzsz<9zz<2ZzzssöczYzZzw aZg^Zzra o/razzZ:zZzree. TTzezz

z/A zs cozzzzzzz/ZzzZzve, z'Z zY zsoraozpZzzc Zo ozze o/zZze/tfZZmvzzzg zzZg^Zzras

^ cx£!ML ,1, C[*.r] C[*,r]
® (Uf ' (Z2,r2)'

®

(Z3,Z7,72)

Tjf A zY zzoZ coraraz/ZaZzw, zZzezz ozze ö/zZze/öZZmvzzzg ZzoZds:
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d Z.s ZsoraorpZiZc to o/n? o/^/o//öwmg f//r<?<? toZongnZor mö/rä oZgeZ/ras

^13 X d 14 <2, Z>, C, J GC,

Ais 04 ur";
• ^Z/ere exZsto A G (C \ {1} swcZ/ £Z/<2£ d Zs Zsorao/pZ/Zc to

<c(*,r)
18(A) (J2J2,7X_AXr) '

• d Zs Zsorao/pZ/Zc to

„ _ C(I,F)
/I 1 Q

(72,^2 + yx,xr + rx)

(//ere C(X, F) sto/nis/or <2ssocZ<2/7V£ oZg^Z/ra generated Zry 1, X and F).

Since di5 (^14)°^ one has d+4 d+5. Moreover, one verifies easily (via
elementary computations) that the Jordan algebras d*g^ and d+9 are associative so

that they are isomorphic to one of the three commutative associative algebras dö, ^7
ordg (infactonehas d+g^ ~ dy and d+9 ~ dg). Thus we get the following result.

Corollary 4.14. JJ Z?£ <2 ranA 3 Zo/rZo/z oZg^Z/ra 0/ dZmension 4 q/TZze/orra d+
wzYZz d <2ssocZ<2/zv£ <2/zd 0/ ra/zA ^Zzree. TTze/z JJ Zs Zsorao/pZzZc to o/ze 0/ ^Zze /oZZowZzzg

oZg^Zzras:

^6, ^7, ^48, ^4+3 or ^+. (4.9)

The reader has to be aware that not every 4-dimensional cubic Jordan algebra is

of the form d+ with d associative. For instance (as explained above), if JJ' Stands

for the simple Jordan algebra of rank 2 on then the direct product C x JJ' is a

non-associative Jordan cubic algebra not isomorphic to any of the Jordan algebras in
(4.9). In this case, the associated cubic curve Xcxjp is IP* x g C where ß is a

smooth hyperquadric in [P^.

Another example is given by the Jordan algebra denoted by JJ*, the Jordan product
of which is explicitly given by

x * J (-X1J1 X2J2 X4J4 -X1J3 -X3J1 i(X274 + *472 -^lj4 -X4J1))

for x (xß^Li and y Cy;)f=i in (C* JJ*. One verifies that JJ* is indeed of
rank 3.
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After some easy computations, one obtains explicit affine parametrizations of the

form x i-^ [1 : x : : X(x)] of the cubic curves associated to the cubic Jordan

algebras mentioned above in this subsection. We collect them in the following table
for further reference.

Table 2

Algebra J Adjoint x* Norm X(x) Xj C IP*

dJ AÖ (X2^ X1X2 —X1X3 —X1X4) Xi X2^ P* x 5oo2

4+ 47 (xi^ —X1X2 —X1X3 2X2X3 — X1X4) Xl^

00II+
00 (xi^ —X1X2 —X1X3 X2^ — X1X4) Xi^

4 +
13 (X2 X4 X1X4 —X1X3 X1X2) Xi X2 X4 P* x 5on

4 +
14 (xl X2, Xl ^, —X2X3, —X1X4) Xl^ X2

Cxi' (x| + X3 + x| X1X2 —X1X3 —X1X4) Xl(xf + X3 + x|) pi X ß

JJ* (X1X2 Xi^ X4^ — X2X3 X1X4) Xi^ X2

4.5. Some other examples of X(r + 1, w, 2w — 3) when w > 3. According to the
main result of [52], a variety X(r + 1, <5) is of Castelnuovo type except maybe
when h > 2, r > 1 and 5 2« — 3. The cubic curves associated to Jordan algebras
of rank three provide examples of X (r + 1, 3, 3) that are not of Castelnuovo type. It
is natural to try to produce some examples of X (r + 1, tz 2tz — 3) not of Castelnuovo

type for h > 3.

We are aware essentially only of examples which are closely related to varieties
3-covered by twisted cubics.

The Veronese manifold C is of course a X(3,2,3) but is also a

X(3, 6, 9). Indeed, since is 6-covered by twisted cubics, it follows that 1^3(tP^)

is 6-covered by rational normal curves of degree 9. Of course, 1^3(tP^) is not of
Castelnuovo type (since deg(i;3(P^)) 27 whereas the degree of a Castelnuovo
model X X(3, 6, 9) is 17). Now let xi, X2, X3 be three generic points on ^3(tP^).

For/ C {l,2,3}ofcardinalityi < 3, let X/ betheimageof 1^3 (IP^) by the osculating
projection of center 57 defined as the span of the 1-osculating spaces of 1^3(tP^) at

the points x; with iE/. Then X/ is non-degenerate in (pi9-4* ^ _ ;)_covered by
rational normal curves of degree 9 — 2i hence is an example of X(3, 6 — i, 9 — 2i).
When i 3, one has X/ P* x P* x P* hence this example is not new. But
for i 1 and i 2, one obtains respectively two new examples of X(3, 5,7) and

X(3,4, 5) that are not of Castelnuovo type.
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5. Classification of projective varieties 3-covered by twisted cubics

By definition tt (r, 3, 3) 2r + 4 for every r > 1. In this Section we shall classify
varieties X X(r + 1, 3, 3) C P^+3 ^ ^ small and/or under suitable hypothesis.

Let us reeall some faets, which were proved in the previous sections or which are

easy consequences of them.

Lemma 5.1. X(r + 1,3,3) C IP^+3. 77*e«:

(1) 77Z£ tangen/faZprq/Vc/fon : X —> P^+*/r6>ra£Zz£tang£n/^/?<2C£ T T^X
Ose^ (x) x G X zs &Zra/Zon<zZ. /n par/fcwZar X Zs a ra/Zon<zZ

varzefy, SX P^+3 and X

(2) 77*e vane/y X C P^+3 Zs rcctf &Zraft'c>n<zZ prq/^czfon/rom an exteraaZ po/nf
o/a varfeiy *' C P^+*

Proo/ The family of twisted cubics passing through x is 2-covering and a general
twisted cubic in this family projects from T onto a general line in P^+* so that the

birationality of follows from Lemma 2.1 and the first part is proved.
Suppose that X tt^(X') with /? e p2r+4 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ 1,2,3,

be general points and let x- e X' such that tt^(x-) x; for every Z 1,2,3. If
C C X is the unique twisted cubic passing through xi, X2, X3 and if C" C X'
is its strict transform on X', then C" is a rational curve passing through x^, x^,
X3 such that TTp(C') C, yielding deg(C') deg(C) 3. This would imply
X' X(r + 1, 3, 3) C we would obtain 2r + 5 < jf (r, 3, 3) 2r + 4.

This contradiction concludes the proof.

By definition, there exists an irreducible family of twisted cubics, let us say X,
contained in X X(r + 1, 3, 3) C P^~^. Moreover, I] has dimension 3r, is 3-

covering and through three general points of X there passes a unique twisted cubic

belonging to X. The family of twisted cubics in XI passing through a general point
x e X contains an irreducible component of dimension 2r which is 2-covering for
X. These twisted cubics are mapped by onto the lines in P^+* and a general line
in is the image via of a twisted cubic passing through x. The birational map

0 TTf^r + 1

—> X C P^+ 3

is thus given by a linear System of cubic hypersurfaces mapping a general line of P^+*

birationally onto a twisted cubic passing through x. The general cubic hypersurface
in this linear System is mapped by 0 birationally onto a general hyperplane section
of X.

Let jfjc: X Bl^(X) X be the blow-up of X at x and let £ P** be the

exceptional divisor of tt*- Let tt* o : X —> P^+*. The restriction of
to £ is defined by a linear System |//x,x| of quadric hypersurfaces in £ P**, the
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so-called ^cond/wn^araentaZ/orra o/X otfx. We shall denote by 2?* C £ IP'" the
Z?as£ Zocws scZzerae <9/1 //x,x I

•

Since X C [P^+3 non-degenerate, the birational map is defined at the

general point of 2?. We claim that 2?' 7Tr|£(2?) IP'* C is a hyperplane and

that the restriction of to 2? is birational onto its image. Indeed, if dim(2?') < r,
then a general line in (P^ would not cut 2?' and its image by 0 would not pass

through x. If deg(2?') > 2, then a general line Z C would cut 2?' at deg(2?')
distinct points where 0 is defined. From 0(2?') =xwe would deduce that 0(Z) is

Singular at x, in contrast with the fact that 0(Z) is a twisted cubic. From this picture
it also immediately follows the birationality of the restriction of tt7* to 2?.

Therefore dim(|77x,xl) r and : 2? —> 2?' is a Cremona transformation
not defined along 2?*, the base locus scheme of |//x,x I- Moreover, since 0(2?') x,
the restriction of the linear System of cubic hypersurfaces defining 0 to 2?' is constant
and given by a cubic hypersurface S^. C 2?' PL One can assume that 2?' C P^+*

is cut out by xo 0. Let x (xi,...,x^+i) G C+* and let /(x) be a cubic
equation for C^. C 2?'. Let us choose homogeneous coordinates (yo •

* * *
• j2r+3) on

p2r+3 x (0 : • • • : 0 : 1) and r*X L(go, • • • > Jr+i).
The map 0: P^+* —> X c P^+3 is given by 2r + 4 cubic polynomials

go> • • •, ^2r+3- We can suppose that xo does not divide g2r+3 and that xo divides gy
for every y 0,..., 2r + 2. Moreover Xq divides go,... gr+i since the hyperplane
sections of the form Aogo H I- ^r+igr+i =0 correspond to hyperplane sections

of X containing T^X and hence having at least a double point at x. Modulo a change
of coordinates on P^+* we can thus suppose g; XqX; for every Z 0,..., r + 1

and that g2r+3 *o&" + /, with g g(x) quadratic polynomial. The hyper-
plane sections of X passing through x and not containing 7^X are smooth at x from
which it follows that we can also suppose g^+2+y // with y 0,..., r and

/) /y(x) quadratic polynomials. By Lemma 5.1 we can also suppose g 0,

or equivalently g e (/o,..., /r). Otherwise X c P^+3 would be the birational
projection on the hyperplane L(j2r+4) P^~^ C P^+4 external point
(0 : • • • : 0 : 1 : —1) g [p^+4 ^^ variety X' c P^+4 having the parametrization
0: —> X' C [P^+4 gjy^ by the following homogenous cubic polynomials:
g; gi for z 0,..., 2r + 2; g2r+3 *og and g2r+4 /•

By blowing-up the point x on [P^+3 ^ immediately follows that the restriction
of 7?^* to 2?' is given by (/o : • • • : /r). Hence 0* := •

^? —> is either
a projective transformation or a Cremona transformation of type (2,2), i.e. given by
quadratic forms without a common factor and such that the inverse is also given by
quadratic forms without a common factor. In conclusion we can suppose that the
rational map 0 is given by the 2r + 4 cubic polynomials

XqXi XqX^+1 Xo/o, • • - Xo/r, / (5.1)

and that the base locus of 0^ \ 2?^. C IP** 2?', is L(/o,..., /r) C IP**, where
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in this case the polynomials //(x) are considered as polynomials in the variables

Xl,...,A>+ l.
Let Z*X denote the affine tangent space to X at x. The first principal result in this

section is the following.

Theorem 5.2. X X(r + 1, 3, 3) C [P^+s ^ nctfaftan Z?£ as afeave.

xGlfegeneraZandZ^^ —* P** Z?£dzeassacZatedCreraana/rans/arraadan.
dze/aZZawZng candZdans are egnZvaZen/v

(a) i//^ Zs egwZvaZen/" a pro/YczYre zXans/armafian as a Znra/fanaZ map;

(b) X Zspro/YctZveZy egnZvaZen^ eZdrer fo S1...122 *Si...ii3/

(c) zYz£ aj(^Zn£ param^zxZzafian dedncred/rara (5.1) Zs, res/reczYwZy, eZdzer

(l : xi : • • • : x^+i : xj : X1X2 : • • • : xix^+i : X1X2)

or
(l : xi : • • • : x^+i : x^,X1X2 : • • • : xix^+i : xj*);

(d) dze prq/ectZan /rem P T^X a/a generaZ ftvZsted cnZnc ZncZnded Zn X Zs a
canZc.

TjfX X(r + 1, 3, 3) C [P^r+3 Zs na£ a ra/fanaZ narraaZ scraZZ aZ?av£, dzen:

(1) dze assacZated Creraana /rans/arraadan ^ Zs ö/0Y?£ (2, 2);

(2) dze ZZnear systera d^nZng 0: [P^+i —> X C [P^r+3 cansZsfa <9/dze cnZnc

Zzy/?£rsn//a<res Zn [P^+i ZzavZng danZde paZnfa aZang 2?^. C i?' C tP^\*

(3) dze scZzerae P* C f Zs egnaZ (as scZzerae) C IP*", dze //ZZZ?£?t scZzerae

<9/ ZZnes canto/red Zn X and passZng dzrangZz x Zn Zzx nafnraZ £raZ?£ddZng Znto

£ P((^Z)*). Moreove^ ß^. C £' P' awd ßx C £ P'
are prq/YctZv^Zy egnZvaZen/^ sa dza£ ^ and ?Ys Znverse Zzave dze sarae Z?ase ZacZ,

raadnZa dn's Zd^nzY/zcazYan.

(4) z/X Zs aZsa sraaadz, dzen P* dC* and 2?^. are sraaadz scZzeraes.

Praa/ The birational map ^ is equivalent to a projective transformation as a bira-
tional map if and only if the linear System |27x,x| has a fixed component, which is

necessarily a hyperplane. It is well known, see also [29], (3.21), that this happens

if and only if X C P^+3 is a scroll in the classical sense. From Lemma 5.1 we
deduce that this happens if and only if X C P^+3 ^ ^ smooth rational normal scroll,
yielding the equivalence of (a) and (b). If X C [p^+3 ^ ^ rational normal scroll
as before, a general twisted cubic C C X cuts P£ 7\X D X in a point so that

^r(C) C C P^+* is a conic cutting 2?' in two points, possibly coincident. These

two points are contained in the base locus of ^ and one of this point is double for
the general cubic hypersurface in the linear System defining t/t since ^(C) C is a
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twisted cubic. From this we deduce that consists of a double hyperplane II C 2?',

which is exactly 2?^., and of another hyperplane, possibly infinitely near to II. By
reversing the construction we see that if 7r^(C) C is a conic, then is as before
and the general cubic hypersurface defining 0 has a double point along a hyperplane
II C 2?', which is easily seen to be equal to 2?^., yielding that X C [P^+3 ^
scroll. Therefore also the equivalence of (b) and (d) is proved. If we suppose that
2?^. C 2?' is given by xo xi =0 and if we take into account the previous
description we immediately deduce the equivalence between (c) and (d).

Suppose from now on that X X(r + 1, 3, 3) C [P^+3 ^ ^ national normal
scroll so that by the previous part the associated Cremona map ^ is of type (2,2),
proving (1).

By the discussion above on \ 2?' the map 0 has an affine expression

0(x) (1 : xi : •••: x,.+i : /o(x) : •••: /,.(*) : /(*)).

Let(yo •
• •

• y2r+3) beasystem ofhomogeneous coordinates on as above.

Then the equations defining X C [P^+3 in the affine space P^~^\F(yo)
are j, x,, / 1,..., r + 1; jv+2+y 0 (*), 7 0,..., r and j2r+3 /(*),
that is, letting y (yi,... yr+i), we get the equations yr+2+7 //(j) for
7 =0,...,randj2r+3 /00-

Let p 0(1 : />) (1 : /> : /o(p) : ••• : /,.(/>) : /(/>)) be a general point
of X, with /? (/?i,..., /v+i) £ In particular (0 : /?) is a general point on
2?'. A tangent direction at /? e X corresponds to the image via <2<^ of the tangent
direction to some line passing through g (1 : /?) e We shall parametrize
lines through g via points (0 : y) e 2?' so that such a line, denoted by L^, admits
£ i-> /? + £y as an affine parametrization. Then for i 0,..., r, one has

/»(P + 0) /»(P) + 2t//(p,j) + ^/,0). (5-2)

where Stands for the bilinear form associated to the quadratic form /*. Moreover

/0> + O) /(P) + VCP-j) + + *VOO> (5.3)

where /(/?, y) <2/^(y) is quadratic in /? and linear in y.
Clearly, the base locus of the second fundamental form at /? 0(1 : /?) is the

scheme

^(/o(j)>--->/rOO,/(.y>,P)) ^(/oO),...,/rO)) C IP((tpZ)*),

where the second equality of schemes follows from the equality dim((/o,..., /r))
r + 1 combined with the fact that dim(|/7j^ |) dim(|77j^ |) by the generality of

G X. In particular we deduce that for z e ^ we have /(z, /?) 0. Because

(0 : /?) is general in 2?', this implies <2/z 0 (since /(z, /?) <2/z(/j) for every /?)

on one hand, and gives /(z) 0 on the other hand (since 0 /(z, z) 3/(z) after
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specializing z). The previous facts show that the cubic L(/(x)) C P^+*
has double points along 2?^. and part (2) is proved. From these facts it immediately
follows also that the closure of the image of the line (for z e 2?^) via the map 0
is a line included in X and passing through /?, proving (3). Put more intrinsically,
the equation of the Hilbert scheme of lines contained in X and passing through
/? in its natural embedding into P((ZpX)*), is the scheme defined by the equations

(x), /(x, /?), /(x) and we proved that the ideal generated by these polynomials
coincides with the ideal generated by the 's which defines 2?^ as a scheme.

To prove (4) we recall that for a smooth variety X C P^ the scheme C

P((Z*X)*), when non-empty, is a smooth scheme for x e X general, see for example
Proposition 2.2 of [53].

Let
<p (<po, • • • ,^r): ff"" —> ff""

be a Cremona transformation of bidegree (2, 2). Let 2?, respectively 2F, be the base

locus of (/9, respectively of </9~*. The Classification of such maps is known for r 2,

r 3 (see [47]) and for r 4 in the generic case (see [60]). From this Classification

one deduces that in low dimension the base loci 2? and 2F are projectively equivalent so

that, modulo a projective transformation, every Cremona transformation of bidegree
(2,2) in P*", r < 4, is an involution. As a consequence of Theorem 5.2 we deduce
below that this holds for arbitrary r > 2 a priori and not as a consequence of the
Classification. As far we know, this question has not been addressed in the literature.

Corollary 5.3. </9 (</9o,..., —* P^ Z?£ a Cremona /rans/orma/fon o/
ZnVZ^gree (2, 2) wzYA r > 2. 2?, respect/veZy 2F, Z?£ Z?a*re Zocns o/</9, respect/v^Zy

TTzen 2? an<2 2F are prq/ecft'veZy egn/vaZ^nt

Proo/ Consider

Tri: BIBCPO -* PO

the blow-up of P' along 2?, and

7i2: Big/(PO -» PO

the blow-up of P'* along 2F. We deduce the following diagram of birational maps:

Blß(r) BIbKP') cPxP' (5.4)

where tt; are naturally identified with the restriction of the projections on each factor.
The equality Bl^(P^) B1^/(P^), fromnow on indicated with P**, follows from the
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fact that these reduced and irreducible schemes are the closure of the graph of the

maps (/9 and </9~* inside P x P.
Let and £2 7r^(2T) be the 717-exceptional Cartier divisors,

i 1,2, defined by the invertible sheaves jrf*J# • 0pr, respectively
Let 77, <= |tt*((9(1))| for / 1.2. Wc have

i/2 ~ 27/j - £"i and 7/j ~ 27/2 - £2 (5.5)

from which we deduce

£1 ~ 37/2 - 2£z and £2 ~ 377i - 2£j. (5.6)

Let x (xi : ••• : x^+i) be homogeneous coordinates in F"*, which we shall
consider as the hyperplane T(xo) on F"*+* with homogeneous coordinates (xo • *1 •

••• : Jtr+i). Let Ci tti(£2) C ff"° and let C2 ^(£1) ^(«(*))-
By the above description Ci C P** is a cubic hypersurface Singular along 2?, that
is the partial derivatives of tz(x) also belong to the homogeneous saturated ideal

/ß C C[xi,..., x,.+i]. One also immediately proves that Ci is the so-called
scAeme ö/5 that is the scheme defined by the image of the universal family of lines in
p2r+3 ^ generated by length 2 subschemes of iL From this one deduces

another proof that Ci is Singular along iL
The map 0: [7+* —> p2r+3 gjyenby

0(xo,x) (XQ : XQXI : •••: xjfcr+i : xo<po(*) : : «(*))

is birational onto the closure of its image X C P^~^. We claim that X X(r +
1,3,3) so that the conclusion will follow from part (3) of Theorem 5.2. Indeed
let /?i,/?2,/?3 £ P be three general points, let II (/?i,7*3) be the plane
they span and let L T(xo) H II. Then L C L(xo) P** is a general line so

that ^(L) C is a conic in F"* cutting iL in a length 3 scheme iL spanning a

plane IT. Then ^~*(II') II is a plane containing L and cutting i? in a length 3

scheme i? spanning II. Then (/?i, /?2, />3, P^ and through the length 6 scheme

Tb O /?2 O /?3 U i? there passes a unique twisted cubic C. Then 0 (C) is a twisted cubic
since the linear System defining 0 consists of cubic hypersurfaces having double points
along 5 and it passes through the three general points 0(pi),0(p2)>0(P3) £

Let the notation be as above. Then, modulo composition to the left by a linear

map, one can assume that i? 5'. This implies in particular that there exist £ e
End(£7+*) invertible such that </9~* £ o Thus there exists a cubic form tz(x)
such that

£ o ^9 o ^(x) tz(x)X (5.7)

for every x (xi,..., x^+i) £ C+T
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In substance, Theorem 5.2 and the construction in Corollary 5.3 say that every
X(r + 1,3,3) not of Castelnuovo type determines (and is determined by) a quadro-
quadric Cremona transformation of f. We point out that the previous remark has

the following interesting geometric consequence.

Corollary 5.4. X X(r + 1, 3, 3) C TAen X Zs a vwYA one
dowAZe poZn/, ^Aotf Zs ^Aere pavses ß wragwe secan* ZZne to X ^ArowgA a

generaZ poZnf # G P^+^.

Proo/ Let notation be as above and let ^ (1 : *y : : z) G [p2r+3 ^ fixed
general point, where </, </' G (C7+* and z G C* by generality of g. Moreover, we can
also suppose that all the pairs of distinct points /?i, /?2 £ Af such that # g (/?i /?2)

are of the form /?; (1 : x; : x^ : n(x/)) with x; g 17+* for Z 1,2. We
shall essentially argue as in Proposition 8.4 of [18] (see also [40], Proposition 8.16).
Modulo a translation in 17+* we can suppose without loss of generality that </ 0,

that ft(</') 7^ 0 and that /?; (1 : x; : ^(x/) : n(x/)) Gl, / 1,2, are two distinct
points such that ^ G (/?i, /?2). We have to show that the equation

g A^i + /i^2

has uniquely determined Solutions. The above equation splits into the following four:

A /x /x^
A + /x 1, *2 Ii, ?>(ii) T? and «(ij) — —z. (5.8)

/x A A(/x —A)

Thus relation (5.7) implies

«(*0*1 (£ o y)(y(li)) ^2 (£ O

so that

*1 ~~t—o <?)(#') and X2 — ° <?)(#')•
Az /xz

We deduce that /?i, /?2 £ Af are uniquely determined by # as soon as we show
that (A, /x) are uniquely determined by this point. Since A + /x 1, we shall prove
that A/x is uniquely determined.

From relation (5.7), it follows that there exists a cubic form m such that </9 o £ o

^(y) m(y)y for every y g (C7+*. This yields m(^(x)) «(x)^ for every x.
Applying m to ^(xi) we deduce n(xi)^ p-w(#')- Combining this with
the last relation in (5.8) and remarking that (/x — A)^ 1 — 4A/x (since A + /x 1),

we finally get

^
mfar')

^ z2 + 4m(«0
'

concluding the proof.
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Remark 5.5. Following a classical approach of Bronowski, see [8], it was proved in
[15] that an irreducible variety X C P^+3 apparent double point (OADP
variety) projects birationally onto P^+* from a general tangent space T T^X, see

also [16] for generalizations. Letting notation be as in the discussion before Theo-

rem 5.2, then 7r;r(i?) i?' C P^+* is hypersurface of degree J deg(ii') > 1,

which is a birational projection of the quadratic Veronese embedding of PC In par-
ticular 1 < < 2C In Theorem 5.3 of [17] it is proved that for normal OADP
varieties having J deg(iC) 1, not scrolls over a curve, the birational map

: [P^+i —> X C [P^+3 ^ xinear System of cubics hypersurfaces hav-

ing double points along the base locus of the quadro-quadric Cremona transformation
In particular this class of normal OADP varieties is contained in

the class of X X(r + 1, 3, 3) C P^+3 ^ ^ subsequent Classification results

of X(r + 1, 3, 3)'s of different kind or dimension can be reformulated for the above
class of normal varieties, see [17]. Conjecturally every X(r + 1,3,3) should be

projectively equivalent to a Xj C P^~^, see discussion in Remark 5.13 below. The
known examples of twisted cubics over cubic complex Jordan algebras are normal
varieties even if we are not aware of a general proof of this fact and neither of the fact
that a X(r + 1, 3, 3) is a priori normal. If these were true, one would deduce a one
to one correspondence between normal OADP varieties with J deg(iC) 1 and

X(r + 1,3,3) and also probably with twisted cubic over Jordan algebras.

Cremona transformations have been studied since a long time and several clas-
sification results have been obtained, especially for quadro-quadric transformations.
These classifications can be used to describe all the X(r + 1, 3, 3) in low dimension

or under suitable hypothesis. We shall begin by recalling some easy results on Cre-

mona transformations of type (2, 2) having smooth base loci, see also [20] and [53],
Section 4, for the study of related objects.

Proposition 5.6. </9: P*" —> P** Z?e o Creraowo /TYzws/orrao/fow o//ype (2,2)
wZzose Z?ose Zoews i? C P*" Zs smoo^/z. TTzew owe o/^Zze/oZZowZwg ZzoZJs:

(1) r > 2, ß II wZtA <2** ^ o smoo^Zz gwodnc Zzyperswz/oce owd ^
<ß'-*>;

(2) r 5 owJ i? Zs pro/eetZveZy egwZvoZew/^ ^Zze V^rowese swz/oce V2(P^);

(3) r 8 owJ i? Zs pro/eetZveZy egwZvoZew/^ ^Zze Segre vone/y P^ x P^;

(4) r 14 owJ i? Zs pro/eetZveZy egwZvoZew/^ ^Zze Grassmoww vone/y G2(C^);

(5) r 26 owd i? Zs pro/eetZveZy egwZvoZew/^ ^Zze 16-JZmewsZowoZ vorZe/y.

Proo/ Let notation be as in the proof of Corollary 5.3. Let 2?i,..., 2?y be the irre-
ducible components of i? and let 2?J,..., 2?£ be the irreducible components of 2?'.

It is easy to see that the general quadric hypersurface defining </9 is smooth at every
point of i?.
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The smoothness of £ ensures that 2?y D £/ 0 for every j ^ / so that [P** is

smooth and naturally isomorphic to the successive blow-up of the 5/ 's in some order.

In particular s £ (see also Corollary 5.3).
Let £) and let £2 Let 77) tt*(T7) with y 1,2

and with // C IP** a hyperplane. We have the following linear equivalence relation
of divisors on IP'*, see proof of Corollary 5.3:

£i +••• + £, ~ 37/2- 2(£j +••• + £;)

and

+ • • • + £* ~ 3//i - 2(£i + • • • + £,).
Thus the scheme-theoretic images tt2(£i + • • • + £?) and tti (£j + • • • + ££) have

degree 3, yielding 5 < 3.

Suppose 5 3. Then deg(jT2(£"/)) deg(jri (£"•)) 1 for every / 1,2,3
so that 5/ and are a linearly embedded [P^~^ since the intersection of two dis-
tinct hyperplanes tti(£;), respectively tt2(£"/), is contained in the base locus. The
smoothness of a general quadric defining </9 along each 5/ (P^~^ C IP'* implies
r — 2 < that is r < 3. Thus necessarily r 2 since Zz^(Jß(2)) r + 1 and

we are in case (1).

If 5 2, we can suppose deg(7Ti(£'J)) 2 and deg^^ii^)) 1. Thus
the quadric tti (£j) D tti (£"2) is an irreducible component, let us say 2?i, of 7?. The

birationality of </9 implies A®(Je (2)) r + 1. Since A®(Je (2)) < A®(J^(2)) r + 2,

we see that £2 consists of only one point and we are in case (1).
If 5 1, the above diagram (5.4) shows that for general g e tti(£J) \ 7?

there exists a linear space p^~i~dim(£ through g and cutting X along a

quadric hypersurface of dimension r — 2 — dim(7?). If ^(<7) g', then naturally
pr—1—dim(£0 _ p((7V^//[pr)*). Thisimmediately implies that 7Ti(£j)is the varietyof
secant lines to £ and that £ C IP** is a 2££-manifold of type 5(5) | dim(7?), see

[53],Proposition4.2. Indeed,r—2—dim(ß) 5(ß) 2dim(ß) + l—dim(7Ti(£'j))
yields dim(7?) |(r — 2), see also the computations in [20]. Thus £ C IP** is a

<2££-manifold and also a Severi variety in the sense of Zak. The Classification of
Severi varieties due to Zak, see [68] and also [53], Corollary 3.2, assures that we are
in one of the cases (3)-(6).

The Classification of arbitrary 2f(r + 1,3,3) C [P^+3 ^
existence of a lot of Singular examples. By Theorem 5.2 and Corollary 5.3 this
Classification is closely related to that of all Cremona involutions of type (2,2) on P
and also to the Classification of arbitrary complex cubic Jordan algebras of dimension

r +1. On the contrary for smooth X (r +1, 3, 3) 's a complete Classification is possible
due to Proposition 5.6 and Theorem 5.2.

Theorem5.7. X(r + 1,3,3) C IP^""^ iesmoctfA. TTzenoneo/^/oZZow/ng
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(i) X Zs ezYAer M...122 ^ 1... 113;

(ii) X Zs ^Ae Segre emAeddZng ^ x g'* C p2r+3 £K ^ smoofA AypergwodrZc;

(iii) r 5 and X Zs ^Ae LogrongZon Grossraonmon LGs(C^) C IP*M

(iv) r 8 and X Zs fA^ Grossraonmon Gs(C^) C P*M

(v) r 14 and X Zs fA^ orPzogonoZ Grossraonmon OGö(C^) C tP^\*

(vi) r 26 on<2 X Zs ^ 2?7-v<zrZe/y Zw P^.

Proo/ If the associated Cremona transformation is equivalent to a projective trans-
formation we are in case (i) by Theorem 5.2. Otherwise, by Theorem 5.2, the as-

sociated Cremona transformation ^ is of type (2,2) with smooth base locus. Let
0: [P^+i —> X C [P^r+3 ^ ^ birational representation of X given by the linear

System of cubic hypersurfaces having double points along 2?^.. Then 2?^. is projec-
tively equivalent to a variety as in cases (1)—(5) of Proposition 5.6 so that X is as

in cases (ii)-(vi) by a well-known description of the corresponding varieties, see for
example [38], [39], [46],

Now we apply the Classification of quadro-quadric Cremona transformations in
low dimension to deduce the corresponding Classification for varieties 3-covered by
twistedcubics. For instance, since every birational map ^: (P* —> [P Ms equivalent to
a projective transformation, one immediately deduces that a surface X(2, 3, 3) C
is necessarily of Castelnuovo type, namely it is one of the scrolls S13 or S22. Then,

by projecting from m — 3 general points, one gets the following result:

Corollary 5.8. X X(2,m,m) C [P+^ m > 3. TAen X Zs pro/ecft'veZy

egwZvoZ^ <2 sraoo^A roAonoZ norraoZ scroZZ o/<i£gr££ m + 1.

The Classification of birational maps of degree 2 on [P^ is classical, easy and

well known. From this we shall immediately deduce the Classification of arbitrary
*(3,3,3) C PZ

Corollary 5.9. L^X X(3, 3, 3) C P^. TAen X Zs pro/ecft'veZy egwZvoZ^

(1) o sraooPz roAonoZ norraoZ scroZZ o/<i£gr££ 5, ^Aotf Zs Mi 3 or M22/

(2) *Ae vorZe/y PM ^ C wA^re <2^ C P^ Zs on ZrraiwcZAZe gwodrZc; or

(3) norraoZ <2^Z P^zzo 3-/oZ<2 oAtaZned os Zraoge 0/ P^ Ay ZZneor yystera
o/cwAZc AovZng ^Aree Zn^ZmteZy neor <2owAZe poZnfa or egwZvoZenAy <2^-

scrZA^d os ftvZste<2 cwAZc over ^Ae 2or<2on oZg^Aro ^3 o/TAeorera 4.12 on<2

o<2raZ/7mg z2n? porom^frZzoAon (4.8).
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Proo/ If^ : P^ —> P^ is equivalent to a projective transformation, then we are in
case (1) by Proposition 5.2. Otherwise ^ : P^ —> P^ is a Cremona transformation
of type (2,2). If ^ is the ordinary quadratic transformation, then the cubic surfaces

defining (/>: P^ C P^ have three double distinct points at the indeterminacy
points of </>"* so that this linear System coincides with the complete linear System of
cubic surfaces having these three double points. In this case I C P^ is projectively
equivalent to the Segre embedding of P* x <2^ with <2^ a smooth quadric surface,
see also Theorem 5.7.

If ^ has two infinitely near base points and another base point, reasoning as

above we have that I C P^ is projectively equivalent to the Segre embedding of
P* X £o2-

If ^ has three infinitely near base points, then 0 is given by a linear System of
cubic surfaces having three infinitely near double points and we are in case (3).

Using the last result, we can now classify irreducible 3-folds X X(3, m, m) C
pra+4 fQj. eygjy 772 > 4. If m > 4, by projecting from m — 3 general points we get
an irreducible 3-fold X^_3 C P^ which is 3-covered by twisted cubics. If X^_3 is

a smooth rational normal scroll of degree 5, then X C P+^ is a smooth rational
normal scroll of degree m + 2. If X^_3 C P^ is a 3-fold as in Corollary 5.9, then

X C P+4 would be a normal del Pezzo 3-fold of degree 6 + ra — 3 m + 3 > 7,

which is linearly normal. Moreover since *SX^_3 P^, we deduce dim(SX) 7.

The normal del Pezzo 3-folds X C P+^ of degree m + 3, m > 4, are smooth and

with dim(iSX) 6, see [25]. In conclusion we have proved the following result:

Corollary 5.10. X X(3,m,m) C P+^ ^ > 4 77^77 X Zs <2 sraoctf/z

ra/zonaZ norraaZ scroZZ m + 2.

Also the Classification of quadratic Cremona transformation on P^ is known. By
comparing Tableau 1 in [47] and Table 2 above one obtains the following result.

Theorem 5.11. t/t : P^ —> P^ Z?£ <2 Cremona 6>/Z?Z<i£gr££ (2, 2),

egwZvaZ^ to <2 prq/£c/2V£ toans/orraa/zon. TTzen wp to coraposZ/zon to
<znzZ to £Zz£ Z^/Z Zxy Z/ft£<2r awtoraorpZzZsras, ^ can Z?£ avswraezZ to Z?£ one 0/ £Zz£ seven
£/zz<zzZr<zfic Z/zvoZzzztozLS x zZ^mVzg <zzZ/6>Z/zf o/o/z*? q/7/n? .s£V£/z cwZ?Zc TorzZan

aZg^nzs zfescrZZ^zZ Zn Sec/zon 4.4.2 7hZ?Z^ 2/or ^vpZZcZ/^/ormwZß^).

From Theorem 5.11, it follows immediately the

Corollary 5.12. Lef X X(4, 3, 3) C P^. TTzen X Zsprq/ecrfveZy £gwZv<zZ£n£ to one

o/^/oZZowZn^ vzzrZ^ztov

(1) <2 sra<96tfZz nz/zonaZ norraaZ scroZZ o/zfegree 6, £Zz<z£ Zs £1113 or S1122/

(2) <2 cwZ?Zc cwrve over one seven TorzZan ßZge&ras Zn 7hZ?Z^ 2.
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Remark 5.13. The varieties appearing in Theorem 5.7 are also particular examples
of smooth Legendnan see [41] for definitions, some related results and

references. They are also interesting examples of smooth varieties with one apparent
double point defined before by Corollary 5.4, see also [46] and [15].

The class of Cremona transformations ^: P** —> P** of type (2,2) arising from
two different birational projections from one point of an irreducible quadric hypersur-
face 2^ will becalledeZeraentarygwadra/fc/TYzns/tfrraa/föns, that isifjri: 2^ —* ^
and if ö'* —* ^ are the two projections we have ^ tt2 ° The
well-known Classification of plane quadratic Cremona transformations and the re-
sults of Theorem 5.11 say that for r < 3 every Cremona transformation of type
(2,2) is an elementary quadratic transformation. These examples yield varieties

X(r + 1,3,3) C P^+-\ not rational normal scrolls, which are either the Segre

embedding of P* x <2** or projective degenerations of them when some base point
becomes infinitely near.

There is an interesting approach to Jordan algebras developed by T. A. Springer
[61], Section 1.27, andbasedon y-sfr-Mctares andindirectly also onthe so-called//w<2's
ZdenftY/es, see [44]. These results and our geometrical treatment yield the following
consequence, probably well known to the experts: two twisted cubic curves over
Jordan algebras Xj. c P^~^, Z 1,2, are projectively equivalent if and only if JJi

and J2 are isomorphic Jordan algebras.
In particular in Theorem 5.7, Corollary 5.9 and Corollary 5.12 we obtained geo-

metrical proofs of the Classification of all cubic Jordan algebras J such that the
associated twisted cubic Xj C P^+3 respectively smooth, of dimension 3, of
dimension 4.

Based on the results of Theorem 5.2, of the construction in the proof of Corol-
lary 5.3, of Theorem 5.7, of Corollary 5.9 and of Corollary 5.12, one could ask the

following question:

fiaX(r + 1,3,3) C [P^+3 prq/ecft'veZy e#w/v<z-

<2 ftv/sted cw&z'c Xj C [P^+3 cw&z'c /orrfan aZgefera J 0/
dzmension r + 1

We conjecture that the answer to the previous question is affirmative. In other

terms, we conjecture that the following a priori unrelated mathematical objects in fact
coincide:

• varieties X(r + 1, 3, 3) C P^~^, up to projective equivalence;

• rank 3 Jordan algebras of dimension r + 1, up to isomorphism;

• quadro-quadratic Cremona transformations of P**, up to linear equivalence.

In [9], see also [60] and [66], a Classification of quadro-quadric Cremona trans-
formations in P^ is obtained. This immediately yields also the Classification of
X(5, 3, 3) C P** and provides an affirmative answer to the above conjecture also for
r 4. We refrain from listing this Classification and we will come back in a future
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paper, [50], on the beautiful relations between the above apparently unrelated objects,
trying to develop further the Classification results and the connections among these

areas.
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